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VS.
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WELLS FARGO BANK, N.A.,
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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO
PERCEPTION CONSTRUCTION
MANAGEMENT, INC.,
PlaintifflRespondent,

-vsSTEPHEN BELL and MARILEE BELL,
Husband and wife; and WELLS
FARGO BANK, N.A.,
Defendants/Appellants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

SUPREME COURT NO. 36955-2009
Dist. Court No. CV-2008-179*C

CLERK'S SUPPLEMENTAL RECORD ON APPEAL

Appeal from the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of the
State of Idaho, in and for the County of Valley.

Honorable Michael R. McLaughlin, District Judge
Presiding

Kim Trout
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman
225 N. 9th Street, Suite 820
Boise, ID 83701

Jonathan D. Hally
Clark & Feeney
1229 Main Street
Lewiston, ID 83601
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Jonathan D. Hally
CLARK and FEENEY
1229 Main Street
P. O. Drawer 285
Lewiston, ID 83501
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Idaho State Bar # 4979
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,
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7

Attorneys for Petitioners Stephen and Merilee Bell
8

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF V ALLEY

9

10

Plaintiffs,

)
)
)
)

STEPHEN BELL and MARILEE BELL,
husband and wife, and WELLS FARGO
BANK, N.A.,

)
)
)
)
)

Defendants.

)
)

PERCEPTION CONSTRUCTION
MANAGEMENT, INC.,

11
12

vs.

13
14
15

16

Case No. CV2008-179C

PETITION OF STEPHEN BELL
FOR RELEASE OF MECHANIC'S
LIEN OF PERCEPTION
CONSTRUCTION MANAGElYIENT,
INC.,

17
18

COMES NOW, the Petitioner, Stephen Bell, by and through his attorney, Jonathan Hally of

19
the law firm of Clark and Feeney, and hereby petitions this Court for the release of a certain lien and
20

alleges the following:

21

On March 19,2008, Perception Construction Management, Inc" recorded a Claim of Lien in

22

1.

23

the office ofthe Recorder in Valley County, State ofIdaho, Instrument No. 330091 ("Claim of Lien").

24
101 TIlE i\lATTER OF THE PETITION OF
STEPlIEN BELL FOR RELEASE OF
i\lEClIANICS LIEN OF PERCEPTIO:\
i\L\:'-iAGE\IENT, INC.

25

26

A"iD
1

II

F

Y

I

1

The amount claimed within the Claim of Lien is the sum of £113,3 12.94. A copy of the Claim of
Lien is attached hereto as Exhibit "A".
1

Petitioner purchased a certain bond and paid the premium on said bond on June 4,2008.

2
3

sum of the bond is 150% of amount stated in the Claim of Lien.

4

3.

5

A true and correct copy of the bond is attached hereto as Exhibit "B" incorporated herein by

reference.

6

4.

The names of the owners of the land subject to the lien are Stephen Bell and Marilee Bell.

5.

The real property subject to the lien consists ofland and the improvements thereon which are

7

8
9

10

located at 2018 Fox Fairway COUli, in the City of McCall, County of Valley, State ofIdaho, more
particularly described as follows:

11

13

Lots 24, Block 4 of Whitetail Planned Unit Development, Phase 1 according to the
official plat thereof, on file and of record in the office of the Recorder, Valley
County, Idaho, Recorded August 3, 2005, as Instrument No. 298455 in Book 10 of
plats, at page 16.

14

WHEREFORE, Petitioner hereby prays for an Order from this Court releasing the Claim of

12

15
16

Lien.
,.~\,\

DATED this the

\)

day of June, 2008.
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CLARK and FEENEY
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i\lECIIANIC'S LlE:'-I OF PERCEPTION
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
1

2
3

4
5

6

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this
day June, 2008, I caused to
correct copy of the foregoing document,
the follow-ing:
My. Daniel Glynn
Ms. Kim Trout
TROUT, JONES, GLEDHILL, FUHRMAN, P.A.
225 N. 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, ID 83701

o
o

~

served a true and

U.S. Mail, postage prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Delivery
Facsimile (208) 331-1529

7

8

By

9

().~ ~£lL

Jonathan . Hally, amber ofthe firm.
Attorneys for Petitioner
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I;'-i TIlE i\IATTER or THE PETITIO:\" OF
BELL FOR RELEASE OF
\IECIL\.\:IC'S LIEN or PERCEI'TlO\'
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RECORDATION Rl!QtmBTIlO BY:

Kim Trout '
Daniel Lot'rul Glynn
Trout J0llil9 Gledhill Fuhrman
225 North9ili St., Suite 82D

POBox 1097
Boise; ID

83701

Ph; 2Ofl.S31-1170
Fax! 2Olkl31·1li29
WlJRN",RECOBDIID MAIL TO:

Daniel LOms Glynn

Trotlt 10llli8 GledhIll Puhrnum

PO Box 1097
Dowe, ID 83701

SPACE ABOVE TffiS UNB rsPOR RRCOl.IDllR'S USB ONLY

CLAIM OF LIEN
TO: CounfyRecorder, County of Valley, Stare ofIdaho, and STEVE AND MARlLEE
:BELL (hereafter refurrM to as "Owners or RepUted C>w.nersj.
r'

TAKE NOTICE that PERCEPTION CONSTRUCTlONMANAGE;Mil!NT, INC., .an
Idaho corporatimi authorized to do business in the state of IdHho and regis,terod as a contractor"
ll1lrlor tho Jda40, C~r Re~tration Act, Reglstration Number RCE-320, the Claimant
herein; 6tJ~~
ii.lieA"'~\'"
'; . ",' ~ilsHh~'fudf-:l~U#eityjhmfuiUooi"
"":'tl,'",
" ... , , t::~"l, "
, desoribed; formaneY due and owin,g for
improvetn.entB:ll,e:rfO$¢,' in61'Uc!ing but,riot liml!:ed ;to'! labiitV oqruPIP~t,~~~ relating to

the iDHtallanon of conCrete, to said, real'! property;:' ~'This . Claim: of. Lien is for tho value of
Claimant's materials,' supplies, equipment and labor, and against-the ,b¢ldings being constructed
on. the premises, tlie land ''Upon 'which the buildings- 'are located ,and a convenient space about the
BBlIltl"or ao much as may be required for the convenient UBe and occupation thereof, ,

or

Said labor and/or materials equipment was perfonnoo'anll/or furnished at tho request
ofSTE'VE AND l\1AlULlCE BELL.
The realproperty subject to the Hen is located in the County ofVaIley, Statoofldaho,
with the designated' address of 2018 Fox Fairway COUlt, McCall; Idaho 83638 and is more
particularly de,sm1bed all foliows:

LOT 24, BLOCK 4 OF 'WHITETAIL PLANNED UNIT DEVELOPlv.IENT,
PHASE 1 ,ACCORDING TO THE OFFICIAL PLAT THEREOF, ON FILE

, ANb .QF.:RECoiu;iiNTHB·tfFFICE' OF~ITRERECORDER, :VALLEY.

..

~,,~,":LI ¢.~;;~~?;'~qqR.P~'~JJeUs.T(3~~~·(m5IAS:~STRU:MBNT:l:l'O.
, r

,..,29S~?'~ . rnB,Q.OK.'10'O:E' pLAT~'i'*TJPW(m;16",:"':',,::,,,,'"i';.!;

',:,.;:" ';~.:~r:~~;,,:~~;:,:~,:~;; '~:',':';::> ~::',::.;:;:':,'; '[,.~I~,~"'":'
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.. '; ';

r: ::':, / '.';; :'
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:'~,:".; '·~·I.t'
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88 1'

The names and addresses of the owner or reputed OWT1er of

real property is:

Steve and Marilee Be11
865 Manhattan Beach) Suite 204
Manhattan Beach,. CA 90266
The amount unpa1d to Claimant, after deducting all just credits and offsets, for which this
lien is claimed, is 8113,312.94, plus interest pursuant to ClaimmCs contract witb STEVE AND
MARILEE BELL.
WHEREFORE, the Claimant hereby c1aims a lien agaimt the above-described real
property and against the improvements 10cated thereon for the said sum of $113,312.94.
Claimant also claims a lien against the real property described herein for the sum of $500.00 for
reasonable attorney's fees incurred in preparing this Claim of Lien, the snll of $9.00 for
recording this Claim of Lien, and for further reasonable attorney's fees, costs and accruing
interest relating to the foreclosure of this lien.
The undersigned is knowledgeable of the matters stated herein and verily believes the
same to be true and just- The undersigned wi11 mail a true and correct copy of this Claim of Lien
to the owner or repnted owner by certified ma11, return receipt requested, postage prepaid within
five (5) business days of fIling this Claim of Lien for recording v;.rith the Vaney County
Recorders' office.

DATED this

JA day of March, 2008.
TROUT + JONES. GLEDHILL

By:\L?

~

+ FUHRMA':'l, P.A.

~_ _

Daniel Loras Glynn
Attorney and Autborized Agent for

PERCEPTION CONSTRUCTION
l'rIANAGEMENT, INC.

CLAPrl OF LIE:\' - 2

5

,

)

j

VEIDFICATION

STATE OF IDAHO )
) as,
C01mty of Ada
)
On'this ,If da.y of March, 2008, before me, the undersigned, l1 Notary Public :in .and for
Baid state, personally appeared Daniel Lora!> Glynn, known or identified to me to be the person
whose name is subscribed to the within instrument, and who, being by me first duly sworn,
declnredthat he is the attorney and agent for PERCEPTION CONSTRUCTION
MANAGEMENT, INC. That he signed the foregoing dOOUll1ent as the attorney in fact for
PERCEPTION CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT j INC., and that the stateme1l.ts therein
contained are true and just.

.'
IN \VITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed roy official seal the
,,day itnd year in this certificate first above written.

Residing at: Boise, Idaho
My COm1:nission Expires:·,

I/--/;;:'-/!

CLAIM OFLIEl'i' - 3

6

BOND TO RELEASE MECHANIC'S LIEN

Bond No.

105130565

KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS:
That we, Steve and Marilee Bell ,as Principal, and Travelers Casualty and Surety Company
of America ,as Surety are held and firmly bound unto Perception Construction Management Inc. ,
as Obligee, in the sum of ***One-Hundred Sixty-Nine Thousand, Nine-Hundred Sixty-Nine and 41 Ii 00***
DOLLARS ($169,969.41), lawful money of the United States of America, for which payment well and truly
to be made, we bind ourselves, our successors and assigns, jointly and severally, firmly by these
presents.
THE CONDITION OF THE ABOVE OBLIGATION IS SUCH THAT:
WHEREAS,
Perception Construction Management Inc.
is the Claimant under that certain
mechanic's line in the amount of $113,312.94 recorded as Instrument No. 330001 on March 18, 2008 ,
Book
, Official Records of. Valley County, Idaho, covering the following described property:

2018 Fox Fairway Court, McCall, Idaho 83638 and is more particularly described as follows:
LOT 24, BLOCK 4 OF WHITETAIL PLANNED UNIT DEVELOPMENT, PHASE 1 ACCORDING
TO THE OFFICIAL PLAT THEREOF, ON FILE AND OR RECORD IN THE OFFICE OF THE
RECORDER, VALLEY COUNTY, IDAHO, RECORDED AUGUST 3,2005 AS INSTRUMENT
NO 298455 IN BOOK 10 OF PLATS, AT PAGE 16.
AND WHEREAS, the Principal disputes the correctness or validity of such claim of lien and
desires to free all the above described real property from the effect of such claim of lien pursuant to the
provisions of Section 45-520 ,Civil Code of the State of Idaho .
NOW, THEREFORE, if the above Principal shall pay any sum which the claimant may recover on
the claim together with his costs of suit in the action to enforce such claim of lien, if he recovers therein,
then this obligation shall be void, otherwise to remain in full force and effect
SIGNED, SEALED and DATED this ~ day of

June

2008 .

STEVE and MARILEE BELL

TRAVELERS CASUALTY AND SURETY COMPANY OF AMERICA
By

DQaQ.'cry~

.

_.~

.j\tt6rney-in~Fact
.

7

VVA'

,is POWER OF ATTORNEY is i:

~

TRAVELERSJ

Attorney-In Fact No.

DWITHOUT1.

POWER OF ATTORNEY
Farmington Casualty Company
Fidelity and Guaranty Insurance Company
Fidelity and Guaranty Insurance Underwriters, Inc.
Seaboard Surety Company
St. Paul Fire and Marine Insurance Company

St. Paul Guardian Insurance Company

St. Paul Mercury Insurance Company
Travelers Casualty and Surety Company
Travelers Casualty and Surety Company of America
United States Fidelity and Guaranty Company

Certificate No.

214684

0 0 21 9 2 6 7 0

KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS: That Seaboard Surety Company is a corporation duly organized under the laws of the State of New York. that St. Paul
Fire and Marine Insurance Company, St. Paul Guardian Insurance Company and St. Paul Mercury Insurance Company are corporations duly organized under the laws
of the State of Minnesota, that Farmington Casualty Company. Travelers Casualty and Surety Company. and Travelers Cm;ualty and Surety Company of America are
corporations duly organized under the laws of the State of Connecticut, that United States Fidelity and Guaranty Company is a corporation duly organized under the
laws of the State of Maryland. that Fidelity and Guaranty Insurance Company is a corporation duly organized under the laws of the State of Iowa, and that Fidelity and
Guaranty Insurance Underwriters, Inc. is a corporation duly organized under the Jaws of the State of Wisconsin (herein collectively called the "Companies"), and that
the Companies do hereby make. constitute and appoint

Cheryl Ashby, Della J. Allen, James M. Hewitt, Karol J. McBride, Lisa Smith, Phil Stonebraker, Vonda Hall, and Robert E. Keller

of the City of
State of
Washington
, their true and lawful Attorney(s)-in-Fact,
each in their separate capacity if more than one is named above, to sign. execute, seal and acknowledge any and all bonds, recognizances, conditional undertakings and
other writings obligatory in the naturc·thcreof on behalf of the Companies in thei\ business of.guarantecing the fidelity of peroons. guaranteeing the performance of
contracts and executing or guaranteeing bonds and undertakings required or p~nIj,i,\?er{in anY'\i,c(ions
p'.rqceedings allowed by law.
~J[~h'

'~>, ,<'

."

4th

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Comr>anies have caused this
day of February
,L008 _.

seals to be hereto affixed, this _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

"

Farmington Casualty Co1PP~·Y ," 'ii. 'I;,
.'
'.
'~'.
. " ~f '"
, <'I.
Fidelity and Guaranty Insiirapc~;' Cl,Pmpal1,Y,'\.\
Fidelity and Guaranty 'Instin\ike"Underwtiihs, Inc,
Seaboard Surety Company
St. Paul Fire and Marine Insurance Company

St. Paul Guardian Insurance Company
St. Paul Mercury Insurance Company
Travelers Casualty and Surety Company
Travelers Casualty and Surety Company of America
United States Fidelity and Guaranty Company

~
~
State of Connecticut
City of Hartford ss.

By:

On this the _4_t_h_____ day of_F_e_b_r_u_a_ry
_ _ _ _ __

2008, before me personally appeared George W. Thompson, who acknowledged himself
to be the Senior Vice President of Farmington Casualty Company, Fidelity and Guaranty Insurance Company. Fidelity and Guaranty Insurance Underwriters. Inc"
Seaboard Surety Company, St. Paul Fire and Marine Insurance Company, St. Paul Guardian Insunlnce Company, St. Paul Mercury Insurance Company. Travelers
Casualty and Surety Company, Travelers Casualty and Surety Company of America, and United States Fidelity and Guaranty Company. and that he. as such. being
authorized so to do, executed the foregoing instrument for the purposes therein contained by signing on behalf of the corporations by himself as a duly authorized offIcer.

In Witness Whereof, I hereunto set my hand and official seal.
My Commission expires the 30th day of June, 2011.

58440-5-07 P,inted iil U.S.A.

_ _'rfj~.~ C. j~
"- i'v1aric C. Tetreault. Notary Public

8

~======~~==~~F========"~~=========================

,is PO\V::R OF ,£"nOR;\EY IS iNVALID VilTHOUT

Ti"1is Po\\cr of
~JerCUl-Y Insurance
and Surety
.-\rneric<l) 2nd United SLates Fiutlity and Gu~uanty Company, \vhich resolutions are now in full force 8.11d effect, reading

2S

follo\\s:

Pres:de~11., any Vice Chairnlan, allY Ex.ccutive Vice President, any Senior Vice Preside~t. any Vice Presidenl, any Sc~o:1d Vice
President) the Treasurer, any Assistart Treasurer, t£1c Corporate Secretary or ZL1Y Assistant Secre~ary rnay appoint Attorneys-in-Fact and Agents to act for (~i1d on bebalf

RESOLVED, that the Chain-nan, the

of the Company and may give sllch appointee such Cluthority as his or her certificate of authority may p:escribe to sign with ~he Company's I12.me and sezd with the
COlnpanis seilI bO:lds, ;-ecognizances, contracts of indemnity, and other \\Titings obligatory in the nature of a bond, recognizance, or cOEditional undertaking, 2.nd any
of said officers or the Board of Directors at any time may remove any such appointee and revoke the po\ver given hirn or her; ~md it is
FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Chairman, the President, any Vice Chairman, any Executive Vice President, any Senior Vice President or any Vice President may
delegate all or any part of the foregoing authority to one or more otTicers or employee" of this Company, pro\'ided that each such delegation is in writing and a copy
thereof is rlled in the office of the Secretary: and it is
FURTHER RESOLVED, that any bond, recognizance, contract of inuenmity, or writing obligatory in the nature of a bond, recognizance, or conditional undertaking
shall be valid and binding upon the Company when (a) signed by the President, any Vice Chairman, any Executive Vice President, any Senior Vice President or any Vice
President, any Second Vice Presiuent, the Treasurer, any Assistant Treasurel', the Corporate Secretary or any Assistant Secretary and duly attested and sealed with the
Company's seal by a Secretary or Assistant Secretary: or (b) duly executed (under seal, if required) by one or more Attorneys·in·Fact and Agents pursuant to the power
prescribed in his or her certificate or their ccnilicates of authority or by one or more Company onIcers pursuant to a writtcn uelegation of authority; and it is

FURTHER RESOLVED, that the signature of each of the following officers: President, any Executive Vice President, any Senior Vice President, any Vice President,
any Assistant Vice President, any Secretary, any A"sistant Secretary, and the :;cal of the Company may be affixed by facsimile to any power of attorney or to any certificate
relating thereto appointing Resident Vice PrcsidenL" Resident Assistant Secretaries or Attorneys·m-Fact for purposes only of executing and attesting bonds and
undertakings and other writings obligatory in the nature thereof, and any such power of attorney or certificate bearing such facsimile signature or facsimile seal shall be
valid and binding upon the Company and any such power so executed anci certified by such facsimile signature anci facsimile seal shall be valid and binding on the
Company in the future with respect to any bond or understanding to which it is attached,

I, Kori M, Johanson, the unciersigneu, Assistant Secretary, of Farmington Casualty Company, Fidelity and Guaranty Insurance Company, Fidelity and Guaranty Insurance
Underwriters, Inc" Seaboard Surety Company, St, Paul Fire and Marine!
Cqmpany, SL Paul Guardian Insurancc Company, St. Paul Mercury Insurance
Company, Travelers Casualty and Surety Company, Travelers Casualty and Surety ComiJany ofAmerica,f\ncI United States Fidelity and Guaranty Company do hereby
certify that the above and foregoing is a true and correct copy of the P()wel;o(At;~;'i'~ey,e~e~u?ed by:, s';;d.;:C~l11panies, which is in full force and effect and has not been
revoked,
, '", "
, \'"''
':" "

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto sct my hand

andatfi~'id the se"ais
,'"

'~',

'>'. "

,".- '.

'.

_'-f__ day of

:5"LA..b., ~

,200~

Kori M, Jobans(

To verify tbe autllcnticity of this Power of Attorney, call I ·8()0-42 1·3880 or contact us at www.travelersbond.com. Please refer to the Attorney·In·Fact number, the
above-named individuals and the cIetails of the bonu to which the power is attached,
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1

2
3

4
5

D. Hally
CLARK and
1
lvIain Street
P. O. Drawer 285
Lewiston, ID 83501
Telephone: (208) 743-9516
Facsimile: (208)746··9160
Idaho State Bar # 4979
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Attorneys for Defendants Stephen and Merike Bell
7

8
9

10

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

PERCEPTION CONSTRUCTION
MANAGEMENT, INC.,

11

Plaintiffs,
vs.

13

14

STEPHEN BELL and MARILEE BELL,
husband and wife, and WELLS FARGO
BANK,N.A.,

15

16

Defendants.
TO:

Case No. CV2008-179C

NOTICE OF APPEARANCE

PERCEPTION CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT, INC., Plaintiff above-named,

17
18

19

and DANIEL GLYNN, attorney of record for the above-named Plaintiff
YOU WILL PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that I, Jonathan D. Hally of the law firm of Clark and

20

Feeney, have been retained by and hereby appear for the above-named Defendant, STEPHEN BELL

21

in the above-entitled action and hereby appear in this proceeding; I hereby demand that a copy of all

22

papers in this proceeding be served upon me at my office located at The Train Station, Suite 201, 13th

23

and Main, P. O. Drawer 285, Lewiston, Idaho, 83501
24

25
26

NOTICE OF APPEARL\NCE -

1

CLARK

AND

L:::::\'/ISTC~,

!

FEENEY
033301

10

hereby

This
oyer

as to lack

reSefYe

Improper venue,

over

subject matter, lack

1

, statute

to join'

3

be

4

to said Defendants.

5

of process, failure to state a

sufficiency of

2

DATED this

available

limitations, and any other

day of June, 2008.

6

CLARK and FEENEY

7
8

By

9

;fi/~

fi

~

I

J

Jona han, . Hally, a ember of the firm.
Attorneys for Defendants

10
11

12
13

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

yh

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this
day of June, 2008, I caused to be served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing document, by the following:

14
15

16
17
18

Mr. Daniel Glynn
Ms. Kim Trout
TROUT, JONES, GLEDHILL, FUHRMAN, P.A.
225 N. 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, ID 83701

19

By

20

o

o

~

U.S. Mail, postage prepaid
Hand Delivered.
Overnight Delivery
Facsimile (208) 331-1529

tJ

Jonathan . ally, an member ofthe firm.
Attorneys for Defendants

21
22
23
24

25
26

NOTICE OF APPEARANCE -

2

CLARK AND FEENEY

11

1

2
3
4
5

6

JONATHAN D. HALLY
CLARK and FEENEY
1229 Main Street
P. O. Drawer 285
Lewiston, ID 83501
Telephone: (208) 743-9516
Facsimile: (208) 746-9160
Idaho State Bar # 4979

7

Attorneys for Defendants Stephen and Marilee Bell
8

IN THE DISTRlCT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY

9

10
11

PERCEPTION CONSTRUCTION
MANAGEMENT, INC.,

12

Plaintiffs,
vs.

13
14

15

)
)
)

Case No. CV2008-179C

)
)

SPECIAL APPEARANCE
OF MARILEE BELL

)
)
)
)
)
)

STEPHEN BELL and MARILEE BELL,
husband and wife, and WELLS FARGO
BANK,N.A.,

16
Defendants.
17
18

TO:

PERCEPTION CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT, INC., Plaintiff above-named, and
DANIEL GLYNN and KIM TROUT, attorneys of record for the above-named Plaintiff

19
20

YOU WILL PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that I, Jonathan D. Hally ofthe law firm of Clark and

21

Feeney, enters a special appearance for the above-named Defendant, MARlLEE BELL in the above-

22

entitled action for the limited purpose of contesting service of process.

23

By entering this Special Appearance, said Defendant hereby specifically reserve all defenses
24

25

26

SPECIAL APPEARANCE

-1
L~V.I O~;:-iC:::S

CL'\

0,::-

AND

12

1

2

to state a claim

of process, and

as to sufficiency of process,
can be granted.
DATED this

day

July, 2008.

3

CLARK and FEENEY
4

~--------"'-~~~~::::

By ".

5

/

d·"'-.L~f-'7~

/'

p',

?~.

~an D. Hally, a member ofthe firm.

6

c.-

Attomeys for Defendant Mmi1ee Bell

7

8
9

10
11

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this ~ day of July, 2008, I caused to be served a true and
correct copy ofthe foregoing document, by the following:

12
13

14
15

16

Mr. Daniel G1yrm
Ms. Kim Trout
TROUT, JONES, GLEDHILL, FUHRMAN, P.A.
225 N. 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, ID 83701

~-

17

By: "'------------.::>

,E(
0
0

J{!

U.S. Mail, postage prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Delivery
Facsimile (208) 331-1529

~t

?//~~

Jon~. Hally, an member of the firm.

18

A"ttorneys for Defendants
19
20
21
22

23
24

25
26

SPECIAL APPEARAL"l"CE

-2
CLARK AND FEENEY
l:::'NiST00J, [DP,riO 33301

13

II
II

I

1
2

3
4

5
6

JONATHAND. HALLY
CLARK and FEENEY
1229 Main Street
P. O. Drawer 285
Lewjston, ID 83501
Telephone: (208) 743-9516
Facsimile: (208) 746-9160
Idaho State Bar # 4979

7
8
9

Attorneys for Defendant Stephen Bell and Marilee Bell
IN THE DISTRlCT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY

10
11

PERCEPTION·CONSTRUCTION
MANAGEMENT, INC.,

12

)
)
)

Plaintiffs,

)

14

STEPHEN BELL and MARILEE BELL,

)
)
)

15

husband and wife, and WELLS FARGO
BANK,N.A.,

13

VS.

16

Defendants.

)
)
)

Case No. CV2008-179C

MOTION TO VACATE
HEARING ON PLAINTIFF'S
DEMAND FOR THIRTY
(30) DAY TRIAL SETTING

)

17
18

COME NOW the defendants, Stephen Bell and Marilee Bell, by and through their attorney

19

of record Jonathan D. Hall, of the law firm ofClarlc and Feeney, and hereby moves this Court for an

20

Order to Vacate Hearing on Plaintiff's Demand for Thirty (30) Day Trial Setting, currently scheduled

21

for July 17, 2008, at 9:00 a.m before the Honorable Judge NeVille. This motion is made on the

22

grounds and for the reason that neither the defendant nor his counsel will be available for the hearing

23
as both persons are scheduled to be out of state,
24
25
26

MOTION TO VACATE REARING
ON PLAINTIFF'S DEMAND FOR
THIRTY (30) DAY TRIAL SETTING

1

CLARK AND FEENEY

14

II
I

I

Ii

. DATED this u1.G.-LL day

July,

!I
1

CLARK and FEENEY

I
I

BY~~~4--,L..-~---'-1,-,,--__
. J~an Hally, a
of
firm.

2

member the
/Attorneys for Defendants Stephen Bell and Marilee Bell

3

4

5
6

7

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this _(6~y of July, 2008, r caused to be served a true and
coneet copy afthe foregoing document, by the following;

8
9

10
11

o
o

Mr. Daniel Glynn
Mr. Kim Trout
TROUT, JONES, GLEDHILL, FUHRMAN, P.A.
225 N. 9 th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise,ID 83701

~

US, Mail, postage prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Delivery
Facsimile (208) 331-1529

12
13

By: ____==~~--------~---Jona
ally, a member of the firm.
" torueys for Defendants Stephen Bell
and M31'ilee Bell

14

15
16
17
18

19
20
21

22
23

24

25
26

MonON TO VACATE B£ARING
ON f'LAJN1IFF l S DEMAND FOR
THIRTY (30) DAY TR1AL SETTING

2
L/,\'/ OFFTC~5 OF

CLARK

AND

FEENEY

15

II!

1

2

3

JONATHAN D. HALLY
CLARK and FEENEY
1229 Main Street

4

P. O. Drawer 285

5

Lewiston, ID 83501
Telephone: (208) 743-9516

6

Case No.

Jnst.No.__-

Filed_=~.M.-.L1 ; ;)---() PM

Facsimile: (208) 746-9160

Idaho State Bar # 4979
7

8
9

Attomeys for Defendant Stephen Bell and Marilee Bell
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY

10

11

PERCEPTION CONSTRUCTION
MANAGEMENT, INC.,

12
13
14

15

Plaintiffs,
vs.
STEPHEN BELL and MARILEE BELL,
husband and wife, and WELLS FARGO
BANK,N.A.,

16

Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)

AFFIDAVIT OF MARILEE BELL
IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO

)

DISMISS

Case No. CV2008-179C

)
)
)
)
)

17
18

STATE OF

)

County of

) ss.
)

19
20

21
22

23
24

MARILEE BELL, after first being duly sworn on oath deposes and says:

1.

Your affiant is one of the defendants in the above-entitled matter, is of legal age, is

competent to testify in this matter to the following, and does so based upon personal knowledge.

2.

r have never been served with a copy of the Summons and Complaint in the above-

25
26

AFFIDAVIT OF MARILEE BELL

CLARK AND FEENEY
Lf::\J/!STON, iOr\HO 33601

16

entitled matter. It is my understal"1ding that my husband, Stephen Bell, was senred with two (2)
copies of the Summons and Complaint and that he was served those documents at his place of
business and not at our residence. My husband, however, is not 3ii agent authorized by appointment
or law to receive service of process on my behalf.
3.

A copy of the Summons and Complaint has not been served on any individual residing

in my residence.

Dated this /.5.d!iJ:ay of July, 2008.

ill~&d
MARILEE BELL

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before

's

l5"'-day,

jui~, 2008.

-N-O-T-=AR~Y-"P::::"'U"'::;B""'L:..:ol~O=R=--"STo::::.-:A-T=E-'-O-F-~C'-~-:-[,-e-",c-;l<::)-""'\~~:SSS>-'

Residing at:

;301.1. I&("" <R

Mycomllrlssion expires:

AF'FIDA vIT OF MARILEE BELL

My Commission expires 07/16/2011

2
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1
2

3
4

5
6

JONATHAND. HALLY
CLARK and FEENEY
1229 Main Street
P. 0, Drawer 285
Lewiston, ID 83501
Telephone: (208) 743-9516
Facsimile: (208) 746~9160
Idaho State Bar # 4979

7
8

9

Attorneys for Defendant Stephen Bell

IN THE DISTRlCT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTlUCT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY

10

11

PERCEPTION CONSTRUCTION·
MANAGEMENT, INC.,

12

13
14
15

Plaintiffs,
VS.

STEPHEN BELL and MARILEE BELL,
husband and wife, and WELLS FARGO

BANKN.A.,

16

Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV2008-179C

AFFIDAVIT OF STEPHEN BELL
IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO
DlSMISS

17

18

STATE OF

19

County of

)
) ss.
)

20

21
22
23

24

STEPHEN BELL, after first being duly sworn on oath deposes and says:
L

Your affiant is one ofthe defendants in the above-entitled matter, is oflega! age, is

competent to testify in this matter to the following, and does so based upon personal knowledge.
2.

On June 2, 2008, I was served with two (2) copies of the Summons and Complaint

25
26

AFFIDA'VIT OF STEPHEN BELL
LA't'1 OP-rlC:::;S OF

CLARK AND FEENEY
L~\V[3TON,

!D/\HO 3390\

18

filed in the above-entitled matter. The service ofu1e SUilllnons and Complaint was made upon me
at my place of business and not my home.

3.

To my knowledge, no per<;on has served any individual residing in our home with a

copy of the Summons and Complaint.
4,

To date, the only copy of the plaintiffs recorded claim oflien that has been delivered

to me was the copy of the claim oflien that was attached as an exhibit to the Plaintiff's Complaint
which was delivered to me on June 2, 2008.

/,8-

Dated this)~ day of July, 2008.

+L

SUBSCRlBED AND SWORN to before me tlris J..:-L day 9f~008, '

f

-;

IC FOR STATE 0
Co(w~G
'73:,,,,-~ ~o
My commission expires: YCommission expires 07/16/2011

NOT
Residing at:

I

AFFIDAVIT Of ST:EPlIEN BELL

2

19

Kim J. Trout, ISB #2468
Daniel Loras Gl)1ill, ISB #5113
TROUT ~ JONES ~ GLEDHILL • FljHfL\L6u~, P.A.
The 9th & Idaho Center
225 N 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box. 1097
Boise, 10 83701
Telephone: (208) 331-1170
Facsimile: (208) 331-1529
Email: ktroutia!idalaw.com
dg] ynn(Q)idalaw. com

JUL:3

a 2008

Attomeys for Plaintiff Perception Consuuction Management, Inc.
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COLTNTY OF VALLEY

PERCEPTION CONSTRUCTION
MANAGEMENT, INC.,
Plaintiff,
vs.

Case No. 2008 -179C

PLAINTIFF'S
MEMORAc1\fDUM
IN
OPPOSITION TO MOTIONS TO DISMISS
FROM STEPHEN BELL AND MERILEE
BELL

STEPHEN BELL and MERILEE BELL,
husband and wife, and WELLS FARGO
BANK,N.A,
Defendants.
Plaintiff, Perception Construction Management, Inc. (hereafter referred to as "Perception")
submits this Memorandum in Opposition to the Motion to Dismiss filed by Stephen Bell and the
Motion to DisfGlsS filed by Merilee Bell. fuch Ddcadant's Motion !l1ust be denied

ARGUMENT

A.

Standards Applicable to Motions to Dismiss.

When reviewing an I.R. c.P. 12 (b)(6) motion to dismiss, the court views all facts and
inferences from the record in favor of the non-moving party, and asks whether a claim for reliefhas
been stated. Gallagher v. State, 141 Idaho 665,667, 115 P.3d 756, 758 (2005). "[EJveryreasonable

PLAINTIFF'S MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO MOTIONS TO DISMISS FROM STEPHEN BELL AND
IvlERILEE BELL - 1

20

intendment will be rnade to sustain a complaint against a motion to dismiss
claim."

v. Idaho

Cormn'n on Human Rights v.

Idaho 129,1

failure to state a

P3dat455 (2005)(quotingIdaho

95Idaho215,217,506P.2d 112, 114(1973)). "Theissueis

not whether the plaintiff \'iil! ultimately prevail, but whether the party IS 'entitled to offer evidence to
support the claims. '" Sumpter v. Holland Realty, Inc., 140 Idaho 349,351,93 PJd 680,682 (2004)
(quoting BllA lnv., Inc. v. State, 138 Idaho 348, 350, 63 P.3d 474,476 (2003).
B.

Idaho Code Section 54-5217(2) Does Not Serve As A Basis for the Dismissal of the
Complaint.

Both Stephen Bell and Merilee Bell have moved this Cowi to dismiss Perception's Complaint
on the basis that the Complaint is "defective by not alleging or proving with said Complaint that at all
times during the perfonnance ofthe contract or work claimed within the Comp.laint that plaintiff was a
duly registered contractor ... " (Steven Bell Motion to Dismiss, page 1, Merliee Bell Motion to Dismiss,
page 2).
Contrary to the inference contained within the Bells' Motions, it is indisputable that at all times
Perception was, in fact, a registered contractoL As is evident from areviewofthepublic records ofthe
Idaho Bureau of Occupational Licenses (https:/lsecure,iboLidaho.govIIBOLPortalL), Perception has
been a duly licensed contractor since September 28,2005 with license number RCE-320. (A true and
correct copy of the verification ofrecord of such contractor license is attached to the Affidavit ofDanieI
Loras Glynn (hereafter "Glynn Aff."), Exhibit "A"). It is well accepted that in response to a Motion to
Dismiss, a court is entitled to take judicial notice of, and consider, matters which are of public record.

See e.g, Hellickson v. Jenkins. 118 Idaho 273, 796 P.2d 150 (CtApp.1990) (stating that "the only
facts which a court may properly consider on a motion to dismiss for failure to state adaim are those
appearing in the complaint supplemented by such facts as the court may properly judicially notice.")

PLAINTIFF'S .MEMORANDlJiYf rN OPPOSITIO='! TO MOTIOKS TO DISMISS FROM STEPHEN BELL A?fD
iYfERILEE BELL _. 2
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report of the Idaho Bureau of Occupational Licenses is one such fact upon
judicial notice. LR.E. 201;

Court

198 5) (court could take judicial notice

109 Ida..ho 530,

P

this

935 (Ct. App.

defendant's liquor license where licenses ,vere issued and

maintained by Department of Law Enforcement).]
Even if the acknowledgement of the public record is not sufficient, Perception submits that it
has made a sufficient enough allegation to survive the Bells' motion to dismiss. It cannot be disputed
that while Idaho Code § 54-5217(2) does state thai a contractor must allege and prove that he was a
duly registered contractor during the time he was performing construction work, there is no
description of how the contractor must make the allegations or establish the proof necessary to
maintain a cause of action.

It is well established that "'Idaho follows a system of notice pleading." Partoutv. Harper, 145
Idaho 683, 183 P.2d 771 (2008). Accordingly, a complaint need only contain "a short plain statement
of the claim showing that the pleader is entitled to relief." LR.C.P. § 8(a)(1). Perception's Complaint
alleges that "Plaintiff Perception Construction Management, Inc. (hereafter referred to as
"Perception"), is an Idaho corporation duly authorized to conduct business in the state ofIdaho."
Complaint,

~

I. As Perception is a corporation whose business purpose is to provide construction

services, Perception must be a duly registered contractor in order to be "duly authorized to conduct
business in the state ofIdaho." TI>is is evide::ct by ~he fact that not only is the failure to be a registered
contractor deprive a party from brining an action in civil court, but the unlicensed contractor is also
subject to criminal prosecution.

I.c. § 54-5217(1).

I In fact, given the fact that Perception's status as a registered contractor at all materials times was so evident from a
simple and cursory review of the Board of Occupational Licenses website, one has to question the merit of said
Motion in first instance. Clearly the statute was enacted to require unregistered contractors to register, not
unnecessarily increase the cost of litigation to clearly registered contractors.

PLAINTIFF'S iYfEMORANDUIvf IN OPPOSITIO:-J TO MOTIONS TO DISMISS FROM STEPHEN BELL AND
M£RJLEE BELL - 3
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a result, Perception submits that it
LRCP. 8 and Idaho Code Section 54-5217,

sufficiently alleged, consistent
it

tS

a registered contractor 2

Accordingly,

Defendants' );fotions must be denied.

c.

Defendant Merilee Bell's Motion to Dismiss for Lack of Service is Moot.

Perception concedes that after attempting to serve Stephen and Merilee Bell for over thirty (30)
days, Perception was finally able to obtain service upon Mr. Bell at his place of business (theaddress
from which he directed all cOilummication vvitlI Perception during the construction upon !he real
property). As a result of an apparent miscommunication between Plaintiffs' counsel and counsel for
the Bells, Perception ceased its attempts to individually serve Meri1ee Bell. (Glynn Aff.) However, on
or about July 14, 2008, upon receipt of the special appearance by Merilee Bell to contest service,
Perception directed the process server to again attempt personal service upon Merilee Bell. (Glynn
AfE)
On the morning of July 25, service was completed upon Merilee Bell by serving a copy ofthe
Summon~

and Complaint upon the resident daughter of Stephen and Merilee Bell at their personal

residence. (Glynn Affidavit, Exhibit "B") LR.C.P. 4(d)(2) (service may be effected by leaving copies
of summons and complaint at the "individual's dwelling house or usual place of abode with some
person over the age of eighteen years then residing therein ... ").
ACC0rdingly, in view of the perst;mal service ofMerilee Bell, the Motion to Dismiss on the basis

2 Wbile Perception believes that no further amendment is necessary, Perception notes that in the event this Court
should determine that further pleading is required to expressly state the Contractor License Number and year of
issuance, Perception requests that rather than dismiss the matter, it be granted leave to make said amendment TIle
Ninth Circuit recognized in Lopez v. Smith, 203 F.3d 1122, 1127 (9th CiI. 2000), "in a line of cases stretching back
nearly 50 years, we have heJd that in dismissing for failure to state a claim under Rule 12(b)(6), 'a district court
should grant leave to amend even ifno request to amend the pleading was made, unless it detennines that the
pleading could not possibly be cured by the allegation of otl).er facts.'" (Citation omitted.) See a[so, Big Bear
Lodging Ass 'n v, Snow Summit Inc., 182 F.3d 1096, 1100 (9th Cir. 1999) (stating ill context of a complaint alleging
anti-trust vio lations, that "a complaint may be dismissed without leave to amend only 'when it is clear that the ,
complaint cannot be saved by further amendment."').

PLAINTIFF'S lvlEMORANDlJlvf IN OPPOSITION TO MOTIONS TO DISMISS FRO\f STIPREr-; BELL Al\T})
hfERlLEE BELL - 4
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a failure to properly serve Merilee Bell is moot.
D.

This Court Should Reject Any Allegation Concerning A Failure To Serve Stephen
Bell By Certified Copy Of The Claim Of Lien.

Although Defendant Steve Bell has filed a motion to dismiss pursuant to LR.C.P. 12(b)(6),
Defendant Steve Bell has apparently sought to support his Motion \vith lli1 affidavit concerning the lack
of service upon his \\life Merilee Bell. The Affidavit should be disregarded as it is well accepted that on
a motion for relief pursuant to LR.C.P. 12(b)(6), only the allegations of the complaint are to be
considered. See Nampa Chartered School, Inc. v. DelaPaz, 140 Idaho 23,89 P.3d 863 (2004) (district
court properly disregarded affidavit submitted for consideration on Motion to Dismiss). While LRC.P.
12(c) permits a party to convert a Motion under Rule 12(b)(6) to a motion for summary judgment
pursuant to I.R.C.P. 56, the Bells Clli1Dot seek to have the matter heard as such because their filing does
not campI y with the time requirements contained therein. LR. C.P. 56(c); I.R. c.P. 12(c) (in converting
a motion to dismiss to a motion for sunlffiary judgment the parties shall be afforded the time to present
evidence pursuant to LR.C.P. 56); LR.C.P 56(c) (motion for SUD1ffiary judgment must be served at least
28 days before hearing).
Even more perplexing about the Affidavit of Steven Bell is the sworn assertion of Stephen Bell
that "to date, the only copy of the plaintiff's recorded claim oflien that has been delivered to me was
the copy of the claim of lien that was attached as an exhibit to the Plaintiff's Complaint which was
delivered to me on June 2, 2008." (Bell Affidavit, 14.) Defendant Stephen Bell has not moved to
dismiss on this ground, nor could he as Perception has alleged that such claim aflien was served upon
him by certified mail, return receipt requested, which is all that is required. (Complaint,

~

43)

Perception is not required to allege and prove receipt of the claim aflien, but only service.
However, the fact ofthe matter is that Mr. Bell was served with the Claim of Lien. Attached
as Exhibit "c" to the Affidavit of Daniel Loras Glynn is a true and correct copy of the returned
receipt of said certified letter which was signed for by Merilee Bell on March 31, 2008.
Moreover, the sworn statement of Mr. Bell is made all the more perplexing by his own

PLAINTIFF'S lYfEMORA...1';DUM IN OPPOSITION TO
MERlLEE BELL - 5
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statements made in :v1arch of 2008. On or about March 18, 2008, the same date that the Claim of
Lien was served by certified mail, return receipt, counsel fOl' Perception also provided a
copy of the Notice Of Delivery Of Claim Of Lien and Claim of Lien by facsimile upon My. BelL
(Glynn Aff., Exhibit "D") Thereafter, on March 22,2008,:Vir. Bell acknoviledged the receipt of the
certified letter as well as the fax containing the Claim of Lien in a correspondence to Rick Winkeller,
president of Perception. (Glynn Aff,Exhibit "E") In that email correspondence.Mr. Bell stated,

"As to the letter rec' d yesterday aftemoon certified mail (the first we were aware of it as I didn't see
the fax of the letter sent earlier until today when cleaning out my emails), I will let my legal counsel
respond .. You will be much better off coming to an amiable settlement than pursuing the filing of a
lien."
Even if the Court should consider the Affidavit of Stephen Bell and despite the lack of
request for relief on this basis in the Motion to Dismiss, the evidence is clear, nnequivocal, ahd
without doubt that Mr. Bell did in fact receive the Claim of Lien timely and properly in direct
contradiction of his sworn statement in the Affidavit. Mr. Bell should be admonished for his
behavior in this regard. As such Perception believes an award of sanctions pursuant to LR.C.P. 11 is
not only appropriate, but required for such conduct which has resulted in Perception unnecessarily
incurring the costs of preparing this response to his clearly meritless Motion to Dismiss.

CONCLUSION
Perception requests that this Court deny the Motions to Dismiss filed by Defendant Stephen
Bell and Defendant Merilee Bell. Furthermore, Perception requests Defendant Stephen Bell be
sanctioned pursuant to LRC.P 11 for the submission of an affidavit disavowing knowledge of a the
seTVice of a claim of lien which he voluntarily admitted receiving at the time.
DATED this 29 th day of July, 2008.
TROUT + JONES + GLEDHILL +FUHRMAN, P.A.

B~ ---6

.?:C2:s

DANlELLORAS GLYNN

PLArNTIFF'S MEMORANUl;l\1 IN OPPOSITION TO MOTIONS TO DISYfISS FRO\1 STEPHE1'\ BELL AND
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
The undersigned, a resident
of
State ofIdaho, \vith offices at 225 N.
Street,
Suite 820, Boise, Idaho 83702, certifies that on the 29'h day of July, 2008, he caused a true
correct copy of the foregoing document to be for\varded by the methode s) indicated
to the
following:

o
o[gJ

Ryan T. McFarland
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP
PO Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617

Hand Delivered
U.S. Mail
Facsimile 342-3829

Jonathan D. Hally
Clark and Feeney
PO Drawer 285
Lewiston,ID 83501

Hand Delivered
U.S. Mail
Facsimile 208-746-9160 [gJ

o
o

PLArNTIFF'S IviEMORA.'-'ID1.J\1 I}J OPPOSITION TO :\'iOnONS TO DISlv1ISS FROM STEPHEN BELL AN1)
MERll,EE BELL - 7
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Kim J. Trout, ISB #2468
Daniel Loras Glynn, lSB #5113
TROUT. J01'-ir:S • GLEDH1LL • FUIIRc\LA.i~, P.A.
The 9:h & Idaho Center
225 N. 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, ID 83701
Telephone: (208) 331-1170
Facsimile: (208) 331-1529
Email: ktrout@idalaw.com
dglynn@idalaw.com
Attorneys for Plaintiff Perception Constmction Management, Inc.
IN THE DISTRlCT COURT OF THE FOURTH mDICIAL DISTRlCT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN A.ND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY
PERCEPTION CONSTRUCTION
MANAGEMENT, INC.,
Plaintiff,
vs.

Case No. 2008-179C
AFFIDAVlTOFDANIELLORASGLYNNIN
RESPONSE TO PLAINTIFF'S TO MOTIONS
TO DISMISS FROM STEPHEN BELL Al'U)
l\1ERILEE BELL

STEPHEN BELL and MERlLEE BELL,
husband and wife, and WELLS FARGO
BANK,N.A.,
Defendants.
STATEOFIDAHO

)

County of Ada

) ss.
) .

I, Daniel Loras Glynn, being first duly sworn upon oath, depose and
1.

StCit8

as follows:

I am one of the attorneys of record for the Plaintiffs Perception Construction

Management, Inc. (hereafter referred to as "Perception") and make this Affidavit of my own
personal knowledge.

AFFIDAVlT OF DAl,TffiL LOR..6,.S GLYN:-.l0J fu~SPONSE TO PLAl1\lIFF'S TO MOTIOr-::S TO DIS?vfISS FROM STEPHE1\
BELL A.':ill 'yffiRlLEE BELL 1
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2.
Bureau

Attached as Exhibit "A" hereto is the verified record of inquiry from the Idaho
Occupational Licenses with

Management, Inc.
3.

to the P1aintiff Perception Construction

is found at https://secure.iboLidaho.'2.ov/lBOLPortal/.

On or about April 24, 2008, Perception received the Order for Personal Service

outside of the state and commenced seeking to personally service Steve and Menlee Bell in
California. From that period of time, until June 2, 2008, Perception was unable to serve either
Stephen or Marilee BelL On or about June 2, 2008, Mr. Bell was senled with a copy of the
summons and complaint in this matteL
4.

Thereafter, on June 24, 2008, I received a telephone call from Jonathan Hally,

counsel for the Defendants and requested that he be permitted an extension of time to file an answer
in the case until July 9, 2008. During that telephone call, Mr. Hally noted to me that there was "an
issue" about the service of the complaint upon Mrs. Bell. Apparently, there was a misunderstanding
between ML Hally and myself as I believed that said Answer on July 9, 2008 would be served on
behalf of both Stephen and Marilee Bell. Accordingly, I directed the process server to cease his
attempts to serve Marilee BeU.
5.

Defendants did not file an Answer on July 9,2008, but instead filed their Motions to

Dismiss on July 14, 2008, after Perception was required to file its Notice ofIntent to take Default
filed on July 11, 2008.
6.

Upon receipt ofthe Motions to Dismiss, I directed the process server in California to

resume the effort to serve MenIee Bell. Nearly two weeks later, Mrs. Bell was served with a copy of
the summons and complaint Attached as Exhibit "B" is a true and correct copy of the Proof of
Service for Mrs. Bell, service upon whom was effected by leaving a copy of the summons and
complaint at the personal residence afMrs. Bell.

/\.FFlDAVIT OF DA.~lEL LOR.A..S GL Dr-; IN RESPONSE TO PUD'TIFF'S TO .'lOTIONS TO DISMISS FROM STEPHEN
B ELL A."ill MERILEE BELL - 2
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On ~farch 18,2008, I served upon the Defendants by certified mail, return

4.

Notice Of Delivery Of Claim Of Lien and

of Lien as required

Code

Section 45-507.
5.

Attached as Exhibit "C" is a true and correct copy of the retumed receipt of said

certified letter which was signed for by Merilee Bell on March 31,2008.
6.

Contemporaneously with the service of the Notice Of Delivery Of Claim OfLien and

Claim of Lien by celiified mail, I also directed a fax correspondence to Mr. Bell including the same.
Attached as Exhibit "D" is a true and correct copy of said correspondence.
7.

On March 22,2008, llick Winkellerreceived the correspondence from Stephen Bell, a

true and correct copy of which is attached as Exhibit "E".

FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAYETHNAUGHT.
DATED This 29th day of July, 2008.

~

Daniel Loras Glyrm

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 29 th day of July, 2008.

~~~

Notary Public for Idaho
Residing at: Meridian, Idaho
My Commission Expires: 08/3112011

AFFIDAv1T OF DA1'IEL LOR.A5 GLY0-H'i IN RESPONSE TO PL-\I'ITIFF'S TO MOTIO)lS TO DISivilSS FROM STEPHEN
BELL /u"\;TI lviERlLEE BELL

3
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CERTIFICATE OF SERViCE
The undersigned, a resident
St2te of Idaho, with offices at 22S N. g,h Street)
Suite 820. Boise, Idaho 83702, certifies that on the 29 th day of July, 2008, he caused a true and
correct copy of the foregoing document to be forwarded by the methodes) indicated below, to the
following:

o
o

Ryan T. McFarland
Ha\vley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP
POBox 1617
Boise,ID 83701-1617

Hand Delivered
U.S. Mai!
Facsimile 342-3829

Jonathan D. Hally
Clark and Feeney
PO Drawer 285
Lewiston,ID 83501

Hand Delivered
0
U.S. Mail
0
Facsimile 208-746-9160 ~

~

~.~-2s~
DANIEL LORAS GL YNN~

.AFFIDAVIT OF DA...l'<lEL LOKA.S GL'{}\iN IN RESPOl'-:SE TO PLAJl<TIFF'S TO MOTIO~S TO DISMISS FROM STEPHE]\"
BELL i\..P-;O :MERlLEE BELL - 4
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:IBOLPublic - Public Information

Record Inquiry - Browsing

Business Name:
Owner:

PERCEPTION CONSTRUCTION rvlANAGEMENT IN C
ERIC WINKE LLER, JENNIFER WINKELLER

Profession: :IDAHO CONTRACTORS BOARD
Type:
Number:

CON TRACTING BUSINESS
RCE - 320

Address Of Record:
City/State/Zip:
Country:

MCCALL 10 83638
USA

Business Phone:
Original Date of Issue: ,9/28/2005
Registered/Licensed By:
Status: 'Current
Discipline Status:
Expiration Date:

9/28/2008

Disciplinary Action

None

** Press Close When Done **
NOTE: This document is a copy of the electronic record of the person named above and constitutes a
verification of that record. If official certification of this record is required, a written request must be
submitted together with a $10.00 fee to the Bureau of Occupational Licenses,1109 Main St., Suite 220, Boise,
ID 83702.

1 of 1

712912008 11: 22 .A..M

31

2003

01/29 11::>2 F.U

[Attorney or Party fvithout Attorney:
KIM J, TROUT
Lav.r Offi ces Of TROUT JONES GLEDHILL
225 N. 9TH STREET

Te 1e[2hone No,:
FUHRf~N!

SUITE# 820

BOISE, 10 8370l

1

(208) 331-1170

I

For Court Use OnlY

P,A
Bar #2468

TJGF4291-001

Insert name of Court, and Judie] a 7 District and Branch Court:

DISTRICT COURT OF THE 4TH JUDICIAl DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IOAH

P7aintiff: PERCEPTION CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT, INC.
Defendant: STEPHEN BELL ET AL
Hearing Date:

PROOF OF SERVICE

(Summons And Complaint)
1.

Time:

OeptlDiv Case Number:

CV 2008-179C

At the time of service J was at 7east 18 Years of age and not a party to this action, and
I served COpies of the: SUMMONS AND COMPLAINT; ORDER FOR PERSONAL SERV1CE

OUTSIDE THE STATE OF IDAHO

2.

Party Served:

a.
b.

Person Served~

c.

Address:

MERILEE BELL, HUSBAND AND WIFE (Defendant)
PARTY IN ITEM 2. a. BY SERVING MS. JANE DOE BELL r
DAUGHTER & COMPETENT MEMBER OF THE HOUSEHOLD/WHO
REFUSED TO GIVE HER FIRST NAME, W, F, 20 YRS,
5'6"1 1.20 LES.

477 34TH STREET

MANHATTAN BEACH,

3.

by leaving the copies with or in the presence of:
PARTY IN ITEM 2.a. BY SERVING MS. JANE DOE BELL,
DAUGHTER & COMPETENT MEMBER OF THE nOUSEHOLD,WHO
REFUSED TO GIVE HER FIRST NAME, W, F, 20 YRS,
5' 6 1' , ~20 LBS.
(2) (home) M~mber, Household over IS.
I informed him or her of the
(3)

(4)

general nature of the papers.
on:
Fri, Jul. 25, 2008

at:

9:25AM

5. Person serving:

DAVID TILSON
MAYEDA INVESTIGATIONS
AND ATTORNEY SERVICES
4346 SEPULVEDA BOULEVARD
CULVER CITY 1 CA 90230-4731
(310) 558-134l

6,

CA 90266

I served the party named in item 2

b.

a.
d.

Recoverable Coste Per CCP 1033.S/a) (4) (B)
Fee for service: $127.00
Registered California process
server.

I dec7are under penalty of per}ury under the 7aws of
forego ing is true and correct.
Date: Jul. 29 2008

(2)

(3)

Registration No.: 996

County: LOS ANGELES

t~e
~e
~ alifi

I

~fJud. Coun.

I

I

Ref. No. or Fi7e No.:

Attorney for; Plaintiff

I

form; ru7e 982(a)(23)E
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LUU?;,;

Vi/L.a

l.L.Ji-

i.'_~

ACKNOWLEDGMENT
state of California

County of
On

los Angeles

July 29, 2008

before me,

A. Mayeda, Notary Public
(insert name -a-n-:d.;:..'tiC--tl-e-o-,.f-th-e-o":-fft-c-e-r)-----

personally appeared --:-~D~a_v.,...id---:T:-i_ls~o-n_:__~-___- _ _:__-__~-:__----..,._:__:__-who proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence to be the person(s) whose name(s) isfare
subscribed to the within instrument and acknowledged to me that he/she/they executed the same in
hislherltheir authorized capacity(ies), alld that by his/her/their signature(s} on the instrument the
person(s), or the entity upon behalf of which the parson(s) acted, executed the instrument
I certify under PENALTY OF PERJURY under the laws of the state of California that the foregoing
paragraph is true and correct.

.A....

~~

WITNESS

my hand and official seal.

!~

~

Q
.'

•

Signature

_-<a~'--~kL.::~=:u..::>L<c..:..___~~_

A

A MAYEDA

J

cdMM.·.16~32~
iC
NOTAA)' puauc .. CAUFORNIA !if

LOS ANGELES COUHTY

Cornm.

••••

Exp. APRIL 12,2010
••

T

_t:1

(Seal)
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Daniel Lor::s

March 18, 2008

VIA FACSIMILE:_ 310::-362-8850

Steve and MarBee Bell
865 Manhattan Beach, Suite 204
Manhattan Beach, CA 90266

Dear Mr. and Mrs. Bell:
Please be advised that this firm represents the lega\ affairs of Perception
Construction Management, Inc. For your convenience and to expedite your
consideration of this matter, I have included a copy of the Notice Of Delivery
Of Claim Of Lien, Claim of Lien, and proposed Termination Agreement which,
in accordance with Idaho Code § 45-507 is also being served upon you by
certified mail.
Please further be advised that it is my client's intention to be completely
removed, and have vacated completely, the property located at 2018 Fox
Fairway Court, McCall, Idaho by 5 p.m. on March 22, 2008. At which point
you will be in sole and exclusive possession of the Property and responsible
for all aspects of safety and security related to the Property. This will also
serve as the notice to you that the current policy of Builders' Risk insurance
for the property, insured under Perception Construction Management, Inc.,
will be terminated effective March 22, 2008.
If you have any questions concerning the foregoing, please contact me.

Very truly yours,

Daniel Loras Glynn
DLG/slp

Enclosure

EXHIBIT
The 9th & Idaho Center .. 225 North 9 th Street, Suite 820
P- O. Box 1097 .. Boise, Idaho 83701
Phone (208) 331-1170 ... Facsimile (208) 331-1529
E-Mail Address:dgl)Tc:.i@idalaw.com

P
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From: Stephen W. Bell [mailto:sbell@phoenixadvisoryllc.com]

Sent: Saturday, March 22,20088:06 PM
To: Rick Winkeller
Cc: marileebel!@aol.com
Subject: WFB Draw Approval

I have just checked my bank -account and noted that you evidently did Nor sign the d:mwrequest
sent you yesterday morning and therefore did not email it to Wells Fargo Bank as per our
agreement. If this request is not signed and returned to Jon at WFB then it will be difficult to pay
PCM for the balance owing for Jan (once settled). I will also be sending you the February W'FB
Draw Request which I would also expect you to sign, upon receipt, as you have done. since October
2007. Failure to sign the Draw requests is a default on your behalf and will make it difficult, if not
impossible, for us to reach a settlement certainly prior to your attorney's threatening deadline of
Mar 27th if at all. This seems very counter-productive; at best.
As to the letter rec'd yesteniay afternoon certified mail (the fIrst we were aware of it as I didn't see
the fax of the letter sent earlier until today when cleaning out my emails) , I will let my legal
counsel respond. However, please be aware that peM has breached the employment contract in
numerous instances as well as several Idaho State Laws, and if you continue to threaten me, I will

7/29/2008

36

ask that my legal counsel exercise all legal remedies that I have under the contract for the pal
breaches, etc. Again) this course of action is not what I would prefer to pursue. Save your money
on threatening letters and let's get this matter in our past. You v;ill be much better off coming to
an amiable settlement than pursuing the filing of a lien. And that is a promise to you, not a threat.
I am currently preparing detail analysis supporting my requests for certain adjustments to the
amounts you claim are due you as well as previously paid to PCM under the contract and hope to
resolve this issue over the next several days.
In closing, I am requesting an accounting from you as to how you came up with the approx
$113,000 that you allege that we owe to PCM, exclusive of any legal charges, interest, etc.
Thank you for your assistance in getting this resolved quickly.

€iroENlx
CR.:?"UP"

~Lr.::;-

Stephen W. Bell
Phoenix Group Advisory Services, LLC
865 Manhattan Beach Boulevard, Suite 204
M;:mhattan Beach, Chlifomia 90266
OffTe! 310.5465800
Dir Fax 310.362-8850
Mobile 310.292-2355

E-Mail: s.Q.:;ll@-R-ilQ~J}ix~Q.yi5.Qr;ylJ<::_.f_OlT!
Website: ~12hQ~.n£ca4yisoryllc.com
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail transmission, and any documents, files or previous e-mail messages attached to it may contain
confidential infonnation that is legally privileged. If you are not the intended recipient, or a person responsible for delivering it to the intended
recipient. you are hereby notified that any disclosure. copying, distribution or use of any of the information <::ontained in or attached to this
transmission is STRICTLY PROHIBITED. If you have received tilis transmission in error, please immediately notify the sendee Please destroy
the originallransmission and its attachments without reading or saving in any marmer. Thank you, Phoenix Group Advisory Services, LLC

7/29/2008
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1
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1 [
2

I

Jorurthau D. Hall Y

3-

ct.A.RK end FEENEY

4

1229 MBin Street
P. O. Drawor 285

:t.ewmon.ID 83501

.5

5

Telephone: (208) 743~9516
Facsimile: (208) 146-9160

Idaho state Barr # 4979
7

8

18

Attorneys for Defendant Bell

Defundtmt Stephen BelL by and through his attorney ofr~oId, Jonathan P. Hally ofthe law

1~

firm of Clark and F~cy> and the plainiiff, Porception ConstructlonMarutgement, !nc., bytbrough

20

it:> cO'QI1Sel, nout Jones Gledhill Fi..lbrm.an, stipulate as follov.>S:

21

On or about Juno 30,2008. PIaintifffiIed its bernand for Tbi.rty (30) Day Trial Sotting

22

Pursuant to Xdaho Code Section 45·522.

23

24

2.

On or about July 17, 2008, Plainti{f>s c:le:infud W~ takon

Up

by the Court, the

25

26

STIP'UL-ATXON-1
I.,A,\¥

i;1rF{~O;S

OF

CLARK AND FERNEY
Le\'(!61'O~,

IDAHO !:!3BOI

visit:

38

331 ,'[ 529

;=ror

JUL, 24. 2008

4: 07PM

!

Pag3: 2/3

Date: 7/30/2003 ,

& FEfNEY MTY

f

H(')norablB Thomas Neyilb presiding.
1

3.

Honorable Mlcb.ael McLaughlin.

2

3

4.

4

On or about July 22,2008 7 EL telephonio oonferenre 'r'Vith~thc Court and oounsd "WaS

conducted to address the expedited trial

S

IS

As aresultofthath.earing) on orabQut July 17, 2.008, the matter was reassigned to ills

~ oHMs

matter ag requirod by tdaho

Codo 45-522.
5.

The undersigned counsel stipubrtos to

a. trial setting whioh ill scheduled beyond th~

7
B

9

thirty (30) day Iiluitation set forth in Idaho Code Section 45~522.

DATED this th~ day of July. 2008.

TROUT JONES GLEDHILL FtJ'B'RMAN, P.A.

1.0

11

12

6~=:::
::s;:.~
Daniel Glynn, Attolne:i3 ~

13
14
1.5

DATED this the

~

-d~ day of July. 200&,.
cLARK AND FEENEY

17
18
19
20

21
22

23
24
2S
26

STIPULA'XtON - 2
lAW

O~F'IC:E<;

OF'

CLARK AND FEENEY
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CERT!)!(CATE QE SlW-Y1Cm
1
2

a~~y

I HEREBY CERTIFY that 00. this
of July, 2008 j 1 c.s.used to
correct wpy of the foregoing document, by the foltov.nng:
i\{r. Dmi~l

4

5

Glynn.

Q

U,S. Mail) postage prepaid

~

Hand Delivered
Ovanight Delivery
Facsimilo (ZQS) 331 ~ 1529

o

.Mr. Kim Trout
TROUT, JONES. GLEDffiLL, FtIffRMAN. P.A.
225 N. 911x Street, SUite 820

b~ served a true and

P.O. Bot:: 1097
BDioo,lD 83701

;;:::~fum.
~~

7

a
9

Attorneys for Dofendants Boll

10
~1

12

14

15

16
L7

16
1.9
20
21.

22

23
242$

26

S'1'!POLArtON ~ ~
LA'It "P"f'!C;ds.

0

P"

CLARK AND FEENEY
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1

2
3

4
5

6

Jonathan D. Hally
CLARK and FEENEY
1229 Main Street
P. O. Drawer 285
Lewiston, ID 83501
Telephone: (208) 743-9516
Facsimile: (208) 746-9160
Idaho State Bar # 4979

7

8
9

Attorneys for Defendants Bell

IN THE DISTRlCT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRlCT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY

10
11

STEPHEN BELL and MARILEE BELL,
husband and wife, and WELLS FARGO
BANK,N.A.,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Defendants.

)
)

PERCEPTION CONSTRUCTION
MANAGEMENT, INC.,

12

13
14
15

Plaintiffs,
VS.

16

Case No. CV2008-179C

MOTION TO VACATE TRIAL
SETTING

17
18

COMENOWthedefendantsbyandthroughtheirundersignedattomeyofrecord,andhereby

19

respectfully requests that the trial scheduled in this matter for September 3, 4, and 5, 2008, be

20

vacated to on the grounds that the plaintiff served a copy of the Summons and Complaint upon

21

defendant Marilee Bell on July 25,2008, and defendant Marilee Bell is allowed twenty (20) days to

22

file an appearance and Answer to the Complaint.
23
24

25

Oral argument requested.

26

MOTION TO VACATE TRIAL SETTING

1

CLARK

AND

L=:V/!.s-rO~,

FEENEY

!DAHO 8350!

41

Sk

2. \ ( aay or J'
tUY, ""0°
L,U c,
D .\ ·T"D ""lnlSill
"",,G

1

r

CLARK AND FEE>{EY
1

2
3

BY~~/

~D. Hally, arne beT oft11e Enn
~Attorneys for Defendants Bell

4

5
6
7

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

8
9

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this
of July, 2008, I caused to be served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing document, by the following:

10
11
12

13

~ay

Mr. Daniel Glynn
Mr. Kim Trout
TROUT, JONES, GLEDHILL, FUHRMAN, P.A.
225 N. 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise,ID 83701

o

U.S. Mail, postage prepaid

~

Hand Delivered
Overnight Delivery
Facsimile (208) 331-1529

o

14
15

~

By:___

,

nathan Hally, a mem er of the firm.
Attorneys for Defendants Bell

16

17
18

19
20
21
22

23
24

25
26

MOTION TO VACA. TE TRIAL SETTING

2

CLA.RK AND FEENEY
!

2

1
2
3

4

5
6

7
8

9

JONATHAN D. HALLY
CLARK and FEENEY
1229 Main Street
P. O. Drawer 285
Lewiston, ID 83501
Telephone: (208) 743~9516
Facsimile~ (208) 746-9160
Idallo State Bar # 4979
Attorneys for Defendants Bell
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY

10
11

PERCEPTION CONSTRUCTION
MANAGEMENT, INC.,

)

)
)

12

Plaintiffs,

)

15

STEPHEN BELL and MARILEE BELL,
husband and wife,

16

Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)

13
14

Case No. CV2008~ 179C

VS.

REPLY TO PLAINTlFF'S
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION
TO DISMISS FROM STEPHEN BELL
AND MARILEE BELL

17
18

YOU WILL PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that Jonathan D. Hally of the law fim1 of Clark and

19

Feeney, attorneys of record for the Defendants, STEPHEN BELL and MARILEE BELL, hereby

20

replies to Plaintiffs Memorandum in Opposition to Motions to Dismiss from Stephen Bell and

21
Merilee [sic] Bell as follows:

22
23
24

25
26

REPLY TO PLAINTIFF'S MEMORANDUM

1

CLARK J'-.ND FEENEY

43

ARGUl\IENT

Perception Construction Management's failure to complyi-vith the mandatory pleading
requirements of Idaho Code §54,,5217(2) renders the complaint fatally defective and
thereby requiring its dismissaL
Idaho Code §54-5217(2) unequivocally requires contractors who me a lawsuit to actually
5

allege within the Complaint that the cOntractor was duly licensed at all relevant times. More
6

7

particularly, I.e. §54-5217(2) states:

11

No person engaged in the business or acting in the capacity of a contractor,
unless othenvise exempt, may bring or maintain any action in any court of this
state for the collection of compensation for the performance of any act or contract for
which registration is required by this chapter without alleging and proving that he
~as a duly registered contractor, or that he was otherwise exempt as provided
for in this chapter, at all times during the performance of such act or contract.

12

(emphasis added). Despite the statute's clear and unainbiguous pleading requirement, Perception

8
9

10

13

Construction Management cpeM") argues that the statute does not serve as a basis for dismissal.

14

In short, peM is arguing that this Court should ignore the statute's language and detem1ine that the
15
16

legislature's language is mere surplusage and meaningless. Such a detennination would violate the

17

long recognized rules of statutory constmction that requires courts to not nullify a statute or "deprive

18

the law of force

19
20

OT

potency... " Sampson v. Layton, 86 Idaho 453, 457,387 P.2d 883,885 (1963).

Although there are no Idaho decisions that specifically address whether or not I.C. §54-5217
provides a basis for dismissal, the Arizona courts have addressed this issue 'with a statute that is nearly

21
22

23

identioal to Idaho Code §54-5217(2), A.R.S. §32-1153 states,
No contractor shall act as agent or commence or maintain any action in any court
of the state for collection of compensation for the performance of any act for which

24

25

26
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I!

I
I
I

2

a license is requ:red by this chapter vrithout alleging and proving that he '\\'as a duly
licensed contractor when the contract sued upon was entered into and when the
alleged cause of action arose.

3

Dispelling PCM's claim that such a statute does not provide a basis for dismissal is the Arizona

1

appellate COUlt's statements within B&P Concrete, Inc. v, Turnbo, 561 P.2d 329 (Ariz, Ct. App,
5

1977). In that case the Arizona Court of Appeals stated, "At the outset, we note that B&P did not
6

7
8
9

10

allege in its complaint that it possessed the requisite contractor's license, which fact alone would
subject the complaint to dismissal by the court." Id. at 331. (emphasis added.)

It should go without saying that a failure to comply with a statutory pleading requirement
results in dismissal. Nevertheless, to further counter PCM's argument that noncompliance with I.e

11
§54-5217 does not provide for dismissal, this Court should look to cases involving parties failing to
12
13

comply with other rules requiring specificity in pleading. As to pleading requirements, LC. §54-

14

5217(2) is no different than LR.C.P. Rule 9(b) which mandates specificity in pleading in claims of

15

fraud, mistake or violations of civil or constitutional rights'. It is well established that a failure to

16
17

comp 1y with the pleading requirement of Rule 9(b) results in the dismissal ofthat claim, See, Jenldns
v. Boise Cascade Corporation, 141 Idaho 233, 108 P.3d (2005). The same result should apply to

18
19

noncompliance with I.e. §54-5217(2).

20

21
22

23
24

lRule 9(b) of the LR.C.P. states" In all avennents offraud or mistake, or violation of civil
or constitutional rights, the circumstances oonstituting fraud or mistake, or violation of civil or
constitutional rights shall be stated 'with particularity_ Malice, intent, knowledge, and other condition
of mind of a person may be averred generally."

25
26
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In J2.nkins, L~e Idaho Supreme Court upheld the dismissal of a fraud claim '"vhen the plaintiff

1
2

failed to comply yv1th the Rule 9(b) specificity requirement. The Court in Jenkins held, "The pfu-ty

3

alleain cr fraud must SUbport the existenCe of each of the elements of the cause of action for fraud by
t::>

4

s

'"

A

pleading with particularity the factual circumstances constituting fraud." Id. at 239, 386.

The

plaintiff in Jenkins included within the complaint for fraud the general allegation that the defendant,

6
7

Boise Cascade, was involved in several false accusations and false statements. Jd at 240,387. Such

8

averments would satisfy the notice pleading rule. The generalized pleading, however failed to satisfy

9

the pleading requirements of Rule 9(b). As a result, the court in Jenkins dismissed the claim offraud

10

against Boise Cascade. A similar result occurred in Glaze v. Deffenbaugh, 144 Idaho 829, 172 P .3d

11.

1104,11 07-8 (2007)~ where the Idaho Supreme Court upheld the district court's dismissal ofa fraud

12
claim when it was detennined that the plaintiffhad only made a general allegation of fraud but failed

13

14
15
16
17

to plead the claim with the particularity required by LRC.P. 9(b).
Obviously, Idaho recognizes a departure from the general notice pleading scheme when a rule
or statute specifically requires that a certain matter be plead with specificity. Like Rule 9(b),

I.e.

§54-5217(2) requires specificity in a pleading and, like Rnle 9(b), a failure to comply with that

18

pleading requirement should result in dismissaL
19
20

Finally, in a last ditch effort of saving its Complaint, PCM argues that its defect can be cured

21

by the Court taking judici al notice of the records of the Idaho Bureau of Licensing . In pursuing this

22

claim, PCM relies upon the case of Hellickson v. Jenkins for the proposition that in motions to

23

dismiss the court may consider those facts appearing in the Complaint, supplemented by such fucts

24

25
26
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1

as the Court ITI3.Y properly judicially notice. (See page 2 of Plaintiff s Ivlemor2Jld1..U1l in Opposition.)

2

peM is correct in that the Court in Hellickson did make such an assertion. PClvf fails to include the

3

Hellickson court's statement which immediately follows the generalized assertion relied upon by

4

peM. Noticeably absent from peM's briefing is the Hel!ickson Court's admonishment that,

5
6
7

8
9

10

However, a trial court, in considering a Rule 12(b)(6) motion to dismiss, has no right
to hear evidence, and since judicial notice is merely a substitute for the conventional
method of taking evidence to establish facts, the court has no right to take judicial
notice of anything, with the possible exception of facts of common knowledge which
controvert averments of the complaint.

Id. at 153.
Regardless of Hellickson IS prohibition of court's taking judicial notice-in Rule 12(b)(6}.-

11
motions, PCM's argument that this Court should be able to take judicial notice of the Bureau of

12
13

Licensing still lacks merit. The cardinal rules of statutory construction "require that courts should

14

not nullify a statute or deprive the law of force or potency unless it is absolutely necessary" and that

15

"meaning and effect should be given to every section of the code in all its parts, if possible to do so."

16

Sampson v Layton, 86 Idaho 453, 457, 387 P.2d 883,885 (1963); University of Utah Hospital and

17

Medical Center v. Bethke, 101 Idaho 245, 611 P.2d 1030, 1033 (1980). Following peM's argument
18

19

of judicial notice would utterly nullify the I.C. § 54-5217 pleading requirement since in every case

20

the Court could simply take judicial notice of whether or not a contractor was duly licensed. Thus,

21

there would never be the need for a contractor to specifically allege that it was licensed.

22

argument creates an absurd result and should not be validated.

peM's

23

24
25

26
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1

Obviously, I.e. §54-5217(2) does serve as a basis for dismissal for those plaintiffs who fail

2

to comply with its pleading requirements. Equally obvious, is the fact that the notice pleading is not

3

sufficient on this issue, just like notice pleading is not sufficient in claims of fraud since there is a

4

particular rule requiring specificity. Finally, it is clear that PCM's argument for the Court to take

5
6

7

judi cial notice to cure the pleading requirement lacks merit. Each ofP CM' s arguments would require
this Court to ignore the clear and unambiguous language of I.e. §54-5217(2) which, in tum, would

8

violate Idaho's longstanding rules regarding statutory construction. Therefore, since the Complaint

9

fails to comply on its face with the pleading requirements of I.C. §54-5217(2), this Court should

10

dismiss the Complaint in its entirety..

11
In the alternative, PCM seeks the ability to amend the Complaint in lieu of dismissal. In

12
13

arguing its position, PCM cites to federal authority despite the fact that this case is entirely controlled

14

by state law. By simply allowing an amendment to the Complaint, this Court would allow the

15

Plaintiff to circumvent the requirement that it not bring any suit unless it alleges its compliance with

16

17

the contractors license rules.

Dismissal with the right to refile is far less harsh a result than

application ofthe their (30) day trial provision that PCM has asserted since it prevents the Bells from

18

19

being able to fully prepare its case or even take advantage of discovery. Given the availability of

20

PCM to obtain an expedited trial date, this Court should not grant PCM any leeway by way of

21

allowing an amendment to the pleading. Instead, this Court should demand strict compliance with

22

all notice and pleading requirements.

23

24
25
26
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II,
I
II.

1

The Plaintiff admits that sen'ice had not been made on lVlarilee Bell until July 25, 2008.

2

It appears that the Plaintiff has corrected the defect in service by properly serving Marilee

3

Bell. Although this late service avoids a per se dismissal of the lawsuit for lack of service, it is not

4

without consequence.

To the detriment of the Defendants' ability to prepare for trial, PCM has

5

invoked I.e. §45-522 for an expedited trial date. Since it is now established that Marilee Bell was
6

not served uIl. til July 25, 2008, it is undeniable that the expedited trial setting should not have been

7
8

granted as she has not formally appeared, nor has her time lapsed to file an Answer and assert

9

defenses and counterclaims. Should this Court not dismiss the Complaint for failing to comply with

10

I.c, §54-5217, this Court should at least vacate the current trial setting and require the Plaintiff to

11

make a new demand for thirty (30) day trial setting after the time has lapsed for Marilee Bell to
12

Answer the Complaint. Such a result is contemplated by I.C,

13

§45~522

as the statute specifically states

14

that if the hearing date is vacated without stipulation the Plaintiff must make another demand for

15

thirty (30) day trial setting.

16

CONCLUSION

17

There is no doubtthat Plaintiff s Complaint is fatally defective. As a result, this Court should

18
dismiss the Complaint. Even if this Court were to allow the Plaintiff to correct its enor through an

19
20

amendment to the pleading, the current trial date must be moved since each party would have twenty

21

(20) days to answer the Amended Complaint The late service to Marilee Bell Creates the same resul t

22

since she has not even made a general appearance in this case, and the time for her to file an Answer

23

has not run.

24

25
26
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9

1

Respectfully submitted this the

/

day of August, 2008.

CLARK and FEENEY

2

~/

3

By:
5

-Jon
Hally, a member of the firm.
ttomeys for Defendants Bell

6

7
8

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

9

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this ~ day of August, 2008, I caused to be served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing document, by the following:

10
11

12

13
14

&

Mr. Daniel Glynn
Mr. Kim Trout
TROUT, JONES, GLEDHILL, FUHRMAN, P .A.
225 N. 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, ID 83701

0
0

J;:t

U.S, Mail, postage prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Delivery
Facsimile (208) 331-1529

15

16

an Hally, a membe fthe firm.
Attorneys for Defendants Bell

17
18

19
20

21
22
23
24

25
26
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Kim J. Trout, ISB #2468
Daniel Loras Glynn, ISB 113
TROUT + JON"tS • GLEDHILL • F1JHfu\L~'J, P.A.
ch
The 9 & Idaho Center
225 N. 9th Street, Suite 820
PO Box 1097
Boise, ID 83701
Telephone: (208) 331-1170
Facsimile: (208) 331 1529
Email: ktrout(@id!llaw.com
QgJynn(Q)idalaw. com
Attorneys for Plaintiff Perception Construction Management, Inc.

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY

PERCEPTION CONSTRUCTION
MANAGEMENT, INC.,
Plaintiff,
vs.

Case No. 2008-179C

PLAINTIFF'S
MEMORANDUM
IN
OPPOSITION TO MOTION TO VACATE
TRIAL SETTING

STEPHEN BELL and MERILEE BELL,
husband and wife, and WELLS FARGO
BANK,N.A.,
Defendants.
Plaintiff Perception Construction Management, Inc. (hereafter referred to as "Perception")
submits this Memorandum in Opposition to the Motion to Vacate Trial Setting filed by Marilee Bell
(hereafter referred to as "Mrs. Bell"). Mrs. Bell's Motion fails to demonstrate the necessary "good
cause" 1 for vacating trial and seeks to invalidate Perception's absolute right to an expedited trial setting
pursuant to Idaho Code Section 45-522.
Mrs. Bell asserts that the trial set for September 3, 4,5, and 8th , which her husband, Stephen Bell,

I Completdy absent from Mrs. Bell's Motion is any reference to Rule 9 of the Local Rules of District Court for the
Fourth Judicial District \vhich require that any request to vacate trial be made upon a showing of "good cause".
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stipulated to on July 24,2008, and which setting is Perception's statutory entitlement as a result onvIL
Ben's bonding around Perception's lien on June 13,2008, should
was personally served with the Complaint on July' 25, 2008.

that
However, Mrs. Bell provides no

explanation for \vhy the trial must be vacated, how she is prejudiced onvhy Perception's right to a trial
pursuant to

I.e. § 45-522 must be disregarded,

Putting aside the Defendants' evident efforts to evade service, Mrs. Bell still has the full twenty
(20) days to file an answer in this matter, as her answer is due on August 14,2008, which is still three
(3) weeks before trial. Furthermore, Perception's presently set trial is schedule more than thirty (30)
days after the service of the Complaint upon her, In addition, it cannot be overlooked that Mrs. Bell is
not new to these proceedings. Her husband was served on June 2, 2008 and presumably her husband
advised her of the fact that only eight (8) days later, and several weeks before he filed his o\vn answer,
he filed his Petition for Release of Mechanic's Lien. It was her husband's decision to post the surety
bond which gave Perception the light to obtain the expedited trial setting, a setting which is already
beyond the thirty (30) days since it was original requested. In addition, on July 14,2008, Marilee filed
her special appearance in the matteL
There is no showing ofprejudice accompanying Mrs. Bell's Motion to Vacate TriaL The only
prejudice that results from Mrs. Bell's Motion is that which would fall upon Perception ifthe trial were
in fact vacated. Mrs. Bell's Motion must be denied.
DATED This

4th

day of August, 2008.

TROUT + JONES • GLEDHILL. FUHR.l"iAN, P.A.

By:

PLAI>lTrFF'S

ivfE~lORAl';TIL-:Vf

II\ OPPOSITIO~ TO

~

?S? :.>.--A-~===:::=::::::=-- _ _
DANIEL LORAS GL~~

MOTIO~
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

The undersigned, a resident attorney of the State ofIdaho, with offlces at 225 N.
Street,
Suite 820, Boise, Idaho 83702, certifies that on the
day of August> 2008, he caused a true and
correct copy of the foregoing document to be fonvarded by the methodes) indicated below, to the
following:
Jonathan D. Hally
Clark and Feeney
PO Drawer 285
Lewiston,ID 83501

Hand Delivered
U.S. Mail
Facsimile 208-746-9160

o

o

[g]

DANIEL LORAS GLYNN
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Kim J. Trout, ISB #2468
Daniel Loras Glyrm. ISB #5113
TROUT .. JONES • GLEDHILL tFUHR-\Jlv"J,P.A.
The 9L~ & Idaho Center
th
225 N. 9 Street> Suite 820
PO Box 1097
Boise,ID 83701
Telephone: (208) 331-1170
Facsimile: (208) 331-1529
Email: ktrout(Zi)idalaw.com
dglynn@idalaw.com
Attorneys fOT Plaintiff Perception Construction Management, Inc.

IN THE DISTRlCT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF V ALLEY

PERCEPTION CONSTRUCTION
MANAGEMENT, INC.,
Plaintiff,

Case No. 2008-179C

PLAINTIFF'S MOTION
COUNTERCLAIM

TO

DISMISS

VS.

STEPHEN BELL and MERILEE BELL,
husband and wife, and'WELLS FARGO
BANK,N.A.,
Defendants.
COMES NOW the Plaintiff, by and through its c01..msel ofrecord, Trout Jones Gledhill
.Fuhnnan, P.A., and moves this Court for pursuant to LR.C.P. 12(b)(6) and 13(f) for an order
dismissing the Defendants' Counterclaim as filed without leave of Court, on August 14,2008.
This Motion is supported by a Memorandum in Support of Motion to Dismiss, filed concurrently
herewith.
Oral argument is requested.
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DATED

22nd day of August, 2008.
TROUT + J01\ES +GLEDHILL. FUHRMIL'J, P.A.

By:

~

~ ~'--'>""::::---

Daniel Loras Glynn, Of~
Attorney for Plaintiff

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
The undersigned, a resident attorney of the State of Idaho, with offices at 225 N. 9th Street,
Suite 820, Boise, Idaho 83702, certifies that on the 22 nd day of August, 2008, he caused a true and
correct copy of the foregoing document to be forwarded by the method(s) indicated below, to the
following:

Jonathan D. Hally
Clark and Feeney
PO Drawer 285
Lewiston,ID 83501

PLADlTIFF'S MOTION TO DIS?vfiSS C01JNTERCLAL\1

Hand Delivered
US. Mail
Facsimile 208-746-9160

o

D

[8J

2
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Kim J. Trout, ISB #2468
Daniel Loras Glynn, ISB #5113
TROUT. JONES +OLEDHILL tFUHK\Li\N, P.A.
& Idaho Center
The
225 N. 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise,ID 83701
Telephone: (208) 331-1170
Facsimile: (208) 331-1529
Email: ktroutr2Didalaw.com
dglvnn(a),idalaw.com
Attorneys for Plaintiff Per(:eption Construction Management, Inc.

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF V ALLEY

PERCEPTION CONSTRUCTION
MANAGEMENT, INC.,
Plaintiff,

Case No. 2008-179C
PLAINTIFF'S MEMORANDUM IN
SUPPORT OF MOTION TO DISMISS

VS.

STEPHEN BELL and MERILEE BELL,
husband and wife, and WELLS FARGO
BANK,N.A.,
Defendants.

Plaintiff, Perception Construction Management, Inc., (herea.fter "Perception") submits this
Memorandum in support of its Motion to Dismiss.

FACTUAL BACKGROUND
This matter arises out the termination of a construction contract between Perception and the.
Defendants Stephen and Merilee Bell (hereafter "Bell"). Perception and Bell entered into their
·express agreement on September 11, 2007, "'lith subsequent addendum on October 1, 2007.
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(Complaint,

~

11, Bell Ans\yer

~

3) Disputes arose bet,veen the parties and

relationship be0,\-een the pc.rties ended at least as late as

'if 8)

On or about March 19, 2008, Perception filed its

22,2008.

agree
~

the

19,

oflien. (Complaint, ~ 18, Ai1swer, ~ 7)

This action was commenced on April 9, 2008.
As the record of these proceedings demonstrates, on April 24, 2008, Perception obtained an
order for out of state service on Bell and was able to serve the Complaint and Summons on Stephen
Bell on J1Ule 2, 2008. On

Oi"

about July 14, 2008, Bell filed his original Answer to the Perception

Complaint and significantly did not assert any counterclaim at that time. Now, one month later and
without any prior request for leave to serve a counterclaim, Bell has purported to assert a
Counterclaim against Perception, seeking to assert claims such as fraud, breach of fiduciary duty,
racketeering, and deceptive trade practices. Further, it must be noted that this Counterclaim was
served upon Perception approximately one hour after Perception had completed the deposition of
Stephen Bell.
The Bell Counterclaim must be dismissed as it is filed without leave of court, is untimely
filed, is procedurally barred by Bell's failure to provide Perception with the statutory required Notice
and Opportunity to Repair, and, in any event, asserts claims that have no basis under Idaho law or are
not present under the facts alleged. After having terminated the agreement with Perception in March
and having been on express notice of Perception's claims since June, Bell should not be pem1itted to
submit, without leave, the Counterclaim just over two (2) weeks before trial itself

ARGUMENT
A.

The Counterclaim Must Be Stricken For Failure To Request Leave Of Court
Prior To Its Submission.

Bell's attempt to assert a counterclaim just weeks before the trial, seeking to add claims for
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fraud, racketeering, and COnSLLl1ler protection, among others, must be stricken
that: Bell has not sought leave to file the counterclaim, nor

Bell made any

U'-'U~L'-'U. on the

to provide

explanation as to why these counterclaims were not asserted in his original pleading
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 13(f) provides, "When a pleader fails to set up a counterclaim
through oversight, inadvertence, or excusable neglect, or when justice requires, the pleader may by
leave of court set up the counterclaim by amendment." Although the Idaho Courts have not had an
opportunity to discuss the application of this rule, the federal courts have consistently held that a
motion to present a counterclaim after the filing of the original answer is properly denied "where
there is no reasonable explanation for the failure to assert it, or to make the motion, earlier." Valley

Disposal Inc. v. Central Vermont Solid Waste Management Dist., 113 F.3d 357,365 (2 nd Cir. 1997).
See also, Imperial Enterprises, Inc. v. Fireman1s Fund Insurance Co., 535 F.2d 287, 293 (5th
Cir.1976) (district court properly denied request to amend to assert counterclaim, where defendant
was aware of basis for cOlmterclaim prior to suit being commenced); LoneStar Steakhouse & Salon
v. Alpha a/Virginia, 43 F.3d 922, 940-941 (4 th Cir. 1995) (district court properly denied leave to
assert counterclaim where facts supporting counterclaim were in possession of party at the time of
filing of the original answer); Carroll v. Acme-Cleveland Corp., 955 F.2d 11 07 (ill CiI. 1992)
(motion for leave to file a counterclaim denied <Cif the defendant fails to offer an explanation for not
asserting the claim in the first instance or otherwise fails to explain its delay.")
Bell did not seek leave of this Court to assert this counterclaim which is based entirely on
facts he was aware oflong before the complaint was even filed, let alone at the time that he filed his
original answer.

Bell offers no explanation why the counterclaim was not asserted against
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l

Perception untiljustweeks before trial. Bell

not, nor could not, make any sho\ving of oversight

inadvertence, or excusable neglect \vhich \vauld serve as the

for leave to assert the

counterclaim after the assertion of the original answer. Bell's Counterclaim must be dismissed on
this basis alone.
Furthermore, and consistent with the considerations required under Rule 15 and 13(£), a
district court "should not grant leave to amend (or to add a counterclaim) where undue prejudice \vill
result". TJ Stevenson & Co .. Inc. v. 81,193 Bags afFlour, 629 F.2d 338,369-70 (5th Cir.1980).
Bell's cOlmterclaim is based wholly and entirely upon facts which were within his possession at a
time long before he filed his original answer. Nonetheless, Bell waited until just weeks before trial
and until after his deposition had been conducted to serve the Counterclaim on Perception. The
Counterclaim goes well beyond the scope of the lien issues to be presented at trial and seeks to assert
the existence of unspecified construction defects and alleges moreover that Perception engaged in
deceptive and fraudulent business practices as well as racketeering. Bell's purposeful conduct leaves
Perception with literally days to prepare a defense to claims that Bell had months to prepare and
present. Bell's conduct should not be countenanced nor should Perception be forced to bear the
obvious prejudice of this purposeful conduct. Bell's Counterclaim must be stricken consistent with
the provisions ofIdaho Rule of Civil Procedure 13(f).
B.

To The Extent That The Counterclaim Purports To Allege Construction Defect
Against PCM, The Counterclaim Must Be Dismissed Pursuant To Idaho's
Notice and Opportunity to Repair Act.

In addition to asserting that Perception engaged

III

deceptive business practices and

I Given the timing of the service of the Counterclaim, Bell may attempt to assert that the Counterclaim was filed in
response to the allegations of the First Amended Complaint. However this argument must be rejected as Perception's
amendmeni was only to add its registration number pursuant to the Contractor Registration Act. Nothing within
Perception's Amended Complaint could be argued as the first notice of claims that would cause to ripen claims for
fraud, deceptive trade practices, racketeering, aDd breach of fiduciary duty.
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racketeering, Bell's Counterclaim makes vague assertions concerning the quality of Perception's
\vorkmanship, alleging "the building construction \vas

defecti\~e".

(Coll11terclaim, (": 15) However,

although alleged as a factual allegation, Bell does not identify to \'v'hat extent the assertion of
construction defect serves as the basis for any of his seven alleged causes of action. To the extent that
Bell's claims are premised upon a claim of construction defect, Idaho's Notice and Opportunity to
Repair Act, I.C § 6-2501 et seq., requires thatthe counterclaim be dismissed.
Idaho Code 6··2503 provides:
Prior to commencing an action against a construction professional for a construction
defect, the claimant shall serve written notice of claim on the construction
professional. The notice of claim shall state that the claimant asserts a construction
defect claim against the construction professional and shall describe the claim in
reasonable detail sufficient to determine the general nature of the defect. Any action
commenced by a claimant prior to compliance with the requirements of this section
shall be dismissed by the court without prejudice and may not be recommenced until
the claimant has complied with the requirements of this section.
I.C § 6-2503(1) (emphasis added).
Perception is clearly a construction professional under the act, as Perception is a "person with
a right to lien pursuantto section 45-501, Idaho Code, ... ". I.C § 6-2502(4). Bell is also a claimant
under' the Act as he is asserting "a claim against a construction professional concerning a defect in
the construction of a residence ... ". I.C. § 6-2502(3). As such, Idaho Code Section 6-2501(1)
requires this Court to dismiss Bell's Counterclaim.

C.

Bell's claim for Breach of Fiduciary Duty Must Be Dismissed.

There is no basis under Idaho law for Bell's assertion that Perception owed Bell fiduciary
duties. It is well established that under Idaho law "no fiduciary duty ordinarily arises between parties
to an arm's length business transaction." Wade Barker & Sons Farms v. Corporation of Presiding

Bishop of Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, 136 Idaho 922, 928, 42 PJd 715, 721 (Ct
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App. 2002). As stated further by the Court in Wade Barker,
Mitchell argues that ... a relationship of trust and cOilfidence existed in t~is case
t\yO reasons: (1) ?\1itchell trusted Barendregt, and (2) as parties to a contract, Mitchell
and Barendregt were obliged to act in good faith toward one another. The lav,'
contracts is clear that neither of these facts is sufficient to establish a relationship of
tmst and confidence from which the law \Yill impose fiduciary obligations betvv'een
Mitchell and Barendregt. Examples of relationships from which the law will impose
fiduciary obligations on the parties include when the parties are: members of the
same family, partners, attorney and client, executor and beneficiary of an estate,
principal and agent, insurer and insured, or close friends. All the evidence presented
in this case shows that Mitchell and Barendregt shared none of these relationships,
but were parties who entered into an agreement at anus [sic] length.

Id
Bell has not, and could not, allege the existence of any special relationship between
himself and Perception which would give rise to a fiduciary relationship.

Bell's

Counterclaim for Breach of Fiduciary Duty must be dismissed.

D.

Bell's claim for Racketeering Must Be Dismissed For Failure to Allege a Pattern
of Racketeering Activity.

In addition to various contract claims, Bell also asserts that Perception should be
adjudged guilty of racketeering pursuant to Idaho Code Section 18-7801 et seq. However, Bell's
claim must be dismissed as Bell has not alleged that Perception engaged in a pattern of
racketeering activity, an essential element of a cause of action for racketeering.
While it is a highly dubious proposition that the actions of Perception constituted a
criminal activity, and without admitting to such a preposterous assertion, Bell's counterclaim
does not assert a pattern of criminal activity. In order to sustain a claim under the Racketeering
Act, a paTty must alleged that he sustained an injury as a result of a "pattern of racketeering
activity".

I.e § 18-7805(a).

A "pattern of racketeering activity" is defined as "engaging in at

least two (2) incidents of racketeering conduct that have the same or similar intents, results,
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accomplices, victims or methods

" I.e.

commission, or otherwise are interrelated by distinguishing

§ 18-7803(d).

Accordingly, "[ t]o prove a pattern

racketeering activity, a plaintiff must show that the

racketeering predicates are related and that they amount to, or pose a threat of, a continued
criminal activity." Eliopulos v. Knox, 123 Idaho 400, 407,848 P.2d 984,991

eet. App. 1992).

While the Bell Counterclaim asserts that Perception engaged in "deception and false pretenses",
the Counterclaim does not allege that Perceptions acts are a continuing racketeering activity, or
the presence of a continuing threat of racketeering activity. Just as was the case in Eliopulos, the
Counterclaim, even under the most generous of interpretations, alleges only a single "scheme"
and must be dismissed. See also Spence v. Howell, 126 Idaho 763,890 P.2d 714(1995)
(granting motion to dismiss claim under the Racketeering Act where plaintiff alleged that
defendant obtained title by false pretense when it represented that it would develop property and
then failed to develop property as promised as such allegation did not allege a continuing, or
threat of continuing, racketeering activity).
Accordingly, Bell's Counterclaim under the Racketeering Act must be dismissed.

CONCLUSION
For the various reasons stated herein, Bell's Counterclaim must be dismissed.
DATED this

22- day of August, 2008.
TROUT + JONES +GLEDHILL + FUHRMAN, P.A.

B~
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
th

The undersigned, a resident
of the State ofIdaho, Vvith offices at 225 N. 9 Street,
Suite 820, Boise; Idaho 83702, certifies that on the ~ day of August, 2008,
caused a true and
correct copy of the foregoing document to be forwarded by the methode s) indicated below, to the
following:
Jonathan D. Hally
Clark and Feeney
PO Drawer 285
Lewiston. ID 83501

Hand Delivered
U.S. Mail
Facsimile 208-746-9160

o
o
L8J

~~~
DANIEL LORAS GLYNN
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1
2

JONATHAN D. HALLY
CLARK and FEENEY
1229 Main Street
P. 0, Drawer 285
Levviston, ID 83501
Telephone: (208) 743-9516
Facsimile: (208) 746-9160
Idaho Stat~ Bar # 4979

-...
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5
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7
Attorneys for Defendants/Counterclaimants Bells

8

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY

9

10
PERCEPTION CONSTRUCTION
MANAGEMENT, INC.,

11

12

Plaintiffs/Counterdefendants,

13

VS.

14

STEPHEN BELL and MARILEE BELL,
husband and wife, and WELLS FARGO
BANK,N,A,

15

16
Defendants/CountercIa-imants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV2008-179C

DEFENDANT BELLS' OPPOSITION
TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO
DISMISS

)
)
)
)

17
COMES NOW, the above-named defendants Stephen Bell and Marilee Bell, by and through

18
19

their attorney of record) Jonathan D. Hally of the law firm ofClarIc and Feeney, and hereby oppose

20

the Plaintiffs Motion to Dismiss Counterclaim as follows:

21

FACTDALBACKGROUND

22

Plaintiff served defendant Stephen Bell on or about June 2,2008, but did not serve Marilee

23
Bell until July 25, 2008. On July 15, 2008, defendant Stephen Bell filed his Aillswer to Plaintiff's
24

25

DEFENDANT BELLS' orr OSITION TO
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO DXSMISS -1

26
I

I
i,

(I
!,

CLARK AND FEENEY
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selved

flIed a

1

In

2
filed

3

4
5

fu'1

to

Answer alld Counterclaim-

ARGUMENT

6

The Counterclaims Filed by Defendants Bell Are Timely and Are Properly Before This
Court.

7

Contrary to plaintiff s assertions, the Bell's Counterclaim was timely filed.

8

9

L

Plaintiff

vVYongfully asserts that the defendants were required to .seek permission prior to filing the
Counterclaim. The Counterclaim submitted as part ofMariIee Bell's Answer was filed as a matter

10

of right. Marilee Bell did not join in Stephen Bell's Answer since she had not been properly served
11

12

at the time of its filing; instead, she filed a Special Appearance to assert improper service. She was

13

finally served on July 25,2008. Upon being served, Marilee Bell had an absolute right to file her

14

Answer and Counterclaim. The Counterclaim was Mrs. Bell's initial pleading and not an amendment,

15

and thus, was not subjectto Rule 15(a) ofthe Idaho Rules of Civil procedure. Accordingly, plaintiff s

16

claims of untimeliness is without merit and should be rejected.

17
18

It should be noted that defendants Bell have jointly filed an Answer and Counterclaim in

19

response to plaintiffs Amended Complaint which was filed by plaintiff on August 13, 2008- As with

20

Mrs. Bell's initial Answer and Counterclaim, this joint pleading is filed as a matter of right since it

21

is an initial pleading of the parties with regard to plaintiff's Amended Complaint.

22

Should this Court deem that permission was required for the filing of the Counterclaim,

23

plaintiffseeks leave of the court to amend ti'1eAnswcr to include the Counterclaims that are currently
24

25
26
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B

's AnS\Ver \'Yas filed,

diligenc~
~~va3 fil~d

in

l

m:::itters

2

Defend2L('1t3 reside

3

their counsel practices in

\Y'as

Idaho, at'1d the

is located in McCall, Idaho; thereby making it more difficult to complete a legal
5

analysis sufficient to file Counterclaims, The due diligence and basic analysis was completed in time

6

defendant Marilee Bell was reqlured to file her Answer. Thus, in doing so, the cOlmterclaim
7
8
9

10

11
12

was inoorporated, Accordingly, good oause, if needed, exists to allow Mr. Bell's Counterclaim to be
filed,

II.

The Claims Referring to Construction Defects Set Forth in D,cfendauts' CounteYdaims
Are Valid And Any Possible Reliance by Plaintiff on Idaho's Notice and Opportunity
to Repair Act Has Been Waived by Demanding aTrial Within Thirty Days.
Included within the defendant's Counterclaim is an action for breach of contract for

13
construction defects.

It should be noted that plaliltiffs objection is improper sjnce it seeks

14

15

information outside the pleading, thereby requiring the motion to be tteated as a motion for summary

16

judgment. (LR.c'P, 12(b)) Pursuant to Rule 56(b) of the LRC,P" such motions must be :filed no

17

later than 60 days prior to ttiaL Regardless of the improper timing of plaintiff S 0 bj cction, the claims

18

for construction defects are proper. First, the plaintiffhas sued on a Claim of Lien, Defenses to such

19

an action includes claims for offset and recoupment which would include the costs of repairs for

20

defective construction, Moreover, reliance upon the Notice and Opportunity to Repair Act has been

21
22

waived by plaintiff by its demand for an expedited trial date, The Notice and Opportunity to Repair

23

Act includes certain time periods to pass before a homeowner can flle suit. In the case at bar, the

24

demand for a thirty day trial by plaintiffin conjunction "vith the time ofasceltainingthe construction

25
26
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Act.

1
2

to

HI,

Contrary to Plaintiffs Allegations, BeUs Claim for Racketeering AlIeges a Pattern of
Racketeering Activity.

3

and,

Plaintiff asserts that defendants have failed to allege a pattern ofi'acketeering
4
5

thus,

claim should be dismissed, Contrary to

1

that the plaintiff 8ngaged in a patte'rn of racketeering activity,

6

specifically

7

defendants assert that,

8

s allegations, defendants Counterclaim
particular ly,

10

PCM's unlawful actions violated Idaho's Racketeering Act, Idfu10 Code 18~7801 et.
seq. by its engaging in a pattern of racketeering activity during its tenure as contractor
on the construction ofthe Bell residence by unlavvfully obtaining funds frorn plaintiff
tIu-ough deception and under false pretenses.

11

(Answer to Amended Complaint and Counterclaim) ~37). Obviously, the counterclaim is stuficient

9

12

to satisfy notice pleading rules and, therefore, the plaintiffs Motion to Dismiss with regard to this

13

14

claim should be rejected.

CONCLUSION

15
16

The plaintiff actively sought an expedited trial date and cannot now complain of the practical

17

problems associated with such a request being granted. The Counterclaim was initially filed in a

18

timely manner and the subsequent Counterclaim was properly filed in response to plaintiff s Amended

19

20

Complaint Further, the plaintiffs motion must be rejected as it actually is seeking summary
judgment and, thus is untimely. Finally, th~ claims of dismissal of the counterclaims regarding

21
22
23

construction defects and racketeering, simply lack merit. Therefore, defendants request this Court

to deny the plaintifFs motion to dismiss.

24
25

26
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this _~ day of September, 2008, I caused to be served a
tnte and correct copy of the foregoing document, by the following:

Mr. Daniel Glynn

0

u. S. Mail, postage prepaid

Mr. Kim Trout
TROUT, JONES, GLEDHILL, FUHRMAN, PA.

0
0

225 N. 9rh Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise,lD 83701

0

Hand Delivered
Overnight Delivery
Facsimile (208) 331-1529

15
16

By:

~_--""~-.f..D,. --"'-&_'_-J-___

Jonat
y, a member ofthe firm,
omeys for Defendants/Counterclaimants Bell

17

18
19
20

21
22

23
24

2S
26
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Kim 1. Trout, ISB #2468
Daniel Loras Glynn, ISB 113
TROUT. JONES +GLEDHILL + FUHRMAN, P.A.
The 9th & Idaho Center
225 :0J. 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, ID 83701
Telephone: (208) 331-1170
Facsimile: (208) 331-1529
Email: ktrout@idalaw.com
dglynn0lidalaw.com

Case No,
--/nsf.IVo ._ _ _
File

~.M.

P"

~--=--• . !'.fi

Attorneys for Plaintiff Perception Construction Management, Inc.
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY
PERCEPTION CONSTRUCTION
MANAGEMENT, INC.,
Plaintiff,

Case No. 2008-179C
AFFIDAVIT OF KIM J. TROUT IN
SUPPORT OF THE MOTION TO DISMISS

vs_
STEPHEN BELL and MERILEE BELL,
husband and wife, and WELLS FARGO
BANK,N_A_,
Defendants_
STATE OF IDAHO

)
) ss.
)

County of Ada

I, Kim J. Trout, l)eing first duly sworn upon oath, depose and state as follows:
1.

:.! am above the age of 18 years, and have personal knowledge of the facts contained
..

herein_
2.

".

.::,

Attached hereto as Exhibit "A" is a true and correct copy of a page of the deposition

transcript of Stephen W. Bell, Defendant herein. The transcript evidences that the "interests" of
Merilee Bell and Stephen W_ Bell are "identical" in this litigation.
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3.
Stephen

Attached hereto as Exhibit "B" is a true and correct copy of 3.-11 e-mail drafted by
. Bell, vvherein Defendant Bell is directicg Steye Porterfield ofEPIKOS (a McCall

/lichitectural and Design film retained by the Bells prior to hinng Perception Construction
t·1anagement) to perform a "detailed review ofthe construction to date so we can asceliain that the
workmanship and detail to the plans have been followed to date ... "
4.

As is evident from the e-mail, the Defendant Bell's had more than a sufficient

opportunity to exercise any and all rights and obligations under Idaho Code § 6-2503, et seq., prior
to the filing of any counter claims in this matter.
5.

Attached hereto as Exhibit

"c" is a true and correct copy of an e-mail

drafted by

Stephen W. Bell, wherein Defendant Bell states "All my issues and where I seek relief for unfair
practi ces ... "
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SA YETH NAUGHT.
DATED This 2

nd

day of September, 2008~_1f

~,<-+-\Kim 1. Trout
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 2nd day of September, 2008.

Notary Public for Idaho
Residing at: Boise, Idaho
My Commission Expires: 6/23/2014
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
The undersigned, a resident attorney of the State ofIdaho, \vith
at 225 N. 9'h Street;
day of September, 2008, he caused a true and
Suite 820, Boise, Idaho 83702, celtifies that on the
correct copy of the foregoing document to be forwarded by the methodes) indicated beloyv, to the
following:
Jonathan D. Hally
Clark and Feeney
PO Drawer 285
Lewiston, ID 83501

Hand Delivered
U.S. Mail
Facsimile 208-746-9160

D
D

~
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0: TEE
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3

Case No.

2008-179C

Plaint
6

vs.

7

STEPHEN BELL and MERILEE BELL,
husband and wife, and WELLS
FARGO 3ANK, N.A.,

8
9

Defendants.

10
11

12
13

14

DEPOSITION OF STEPHEN BELL
August 14, 2008
Boise, Idaho

15
16

17

18

19

20

21

Pamela J. Leaton, CSR #200, RPR
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3e11
-. r
~ 0

Merilee,
Q.
3

6

-E- -I-L-E-E, Bell.

Are the interests of yours and Merilee Bell,

as they relate to this litigation, identical?

They are.

4
5

Q.

What is Merilee Bell's educational

background?

She has the same degree as

7

I

do from the

A BS In business

8

University of Southern California.

9

administration, with an emphasis in accounting.

10

Q.

Is she currently employed?

11

A.

Yes.

12

Q.

By whom?

13

A.

She works for my firm{

and she also does

14

work for her own firm, Bell & Associates.

15

work is with Phoenix Group Advisory Services, LLC.

Most of her

16

Q.

And what is her role at Phoenix Group?

17

A.

As a financial analyst.

18

Q.

What, if anything, did you do to prepare for

19

todayfs deposition?

20

A.

21

counsel.

22

Q.

23
24
25

1

J

Had about a five-minute conversation with my

Have you met with anyone else relating to

this matter in the period since the complaint was filed?

A.

with regard to this matter globally or this

deposition?

Associated Reporting Inc.
208.343.4004
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From:
W. Bell
Sent: Friday, March 21, 2008 12:25:52 AM
To: Porterfield, Steve
CC: Wayne S Ruemmele; marileebell@aoLcom
Subj eet; RE:
Leveling Etc.
Follow Up Flag: Fo!!O\.v up
Wayne/Stev.,;)
I nced EPIKOS to do a detail revinv of the construction to date so we can asccrtain that the ,vorkmanship
and detail to the plans have been followed to date prior to the official and legal transition to Vetus ftom
pe1v!. I would also like you to take various photos of the status of construction as well as Vents to
establish a cutoff of the work completed by reM (011 theit watch so to speak).
Thanks,

(~

~IOENIX
c..

~OtJf·tL'-

Stephen W. Bell
Phoellix Group Advisory Services, LLC
H63 ~bnh:\tlan l'k;tch Boulc\",lrd, Suit(, 2().+
tI!anhartJn l\c'leh. (:"liforniJ <)026(,
Offl'cI 310S+6.5800
I)ir ht:; .) 10.%2-88S0
t\lohik 310.202-2:lSS
1>:'Ilad sbc]I{0.r,hocnixach'i,oryllccoffi

\X'cb"irc: l'!':Y\Y'flb()cn.ix_",dv!~-'-'J:rll~-,SS:!,:x)
(,ON1'lDENT1AUTY NOTICE: TIm "-nullltransmission. anJ any documents, tile, c'f prCI';0IE c-mali mcss:lgcs auachcd to il 1118Y c(1J\1~in conl1dellllOI
inf0rma11on tlla{ IS legally prlyiicgco, Ifyoll arc not rhc inkndcd reCipient, Of n person responsible [or ddirering it to tht lntc:ndc.d reciplCOC) Ol1 :11\:; hcr<.:Oy
ll(}lif'icd lhat any disdosure, copying, dislributlcln or the of ~ny of the miormatlOl1 oonlaincJ in or allached If) 1h,s transmiSSlUl\ is STRICTI. Y PRUf iIBf'1TD
l(you have r~cci\'eJ Ihl!' tranSJl.llSS!0n in I2rf(!r~ p!C;lSC intmcdi31cly nOlily the $clKlcr PkH!'C' destroy the ooginJ.l trrmsfnis.\ion :.tnd it.'{ attClciunl':nl;:' \vHhout
reading

j)f

s~\-ing In

:my manner Thank you, Phoc-njx <1roup A<lYisory St:.rvlct:.'i,

rT C

From: Porterfield, Steve [mailto:sporterfield@epikosdesign.com]
Sent: Thursday, March 20, 20089:05 AM
To: Stephen W. Bell
Cc: Wayne S Ruemmele; marileebell@aol.com
Subject: RE: Log Leveling Etc.
steve,
Here are some pictures of the site from yesterday (wed. March 19 at about 3:30pm). It looks like the piles
of snow in some areas inside the house have been cleared. You'll see from the prcs that better care could
have been taken to cover the building materials a5some of it is obviously exposed and getting soaked.
They have a couple of the great room trusses up now.
Mike wI Verus has contacted me and wants to meet; 1'1{ get with him today.
Yes, I'll track these hours separately.

Steven Porterfield
Epik(" Land
T- r\rchiu:crurc
802 N 3rd St., McCt!!, ID 83638

EXHIBIT

B
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From: Stephen W. Bell [mailto:sbeli@phoenixadvisoryllc.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 19, 20089:57 PM
To: Porterfield; Steve
Cc: Wayne S Ruemmele; marileebell@aol.com
Subject: RE: Log Leveling Etc.

as \VC discnssed
S~cvc 1-1. 8t v"crus told
Neville ;1;"1(1 you guys to make sure all ,he ncccss2ry steps HC
is:;UES which lTl:1kcs mc fed betteL
CaD

rem

vour time

tor all issues rdated

to

the

noel CODStfllcti()ll o.nd hayc

it

billed as such.

Th"nks,

€1IOENIX
G

R.

0

U

f"

j

1.

L

'C,

Stephen \V. Bell
Phoenix Group Advisory Services, LLC
865 ,vl.1nh;1ttarJ Bc,\ch B'lUky;lt-d, Suilc 21k!
\LHl1J:'ltan Bc;ach, (~,lhr()wia <),12(,6
(lff Tel .310.54(,.5801)
Dir 1'1" 310.362· llrlSO
.\("bik 310.292-2355

l'>c.lail: sbc.ll(cj']f'h()"!l~];_\l_,lyj"()yrll_L<;Qm
\'\'c b"ite:: v"o..\,,"V..p h_()~n_i]<;;l.r;l~·js()r)'lkcom
CONFIDENTlALIlY NOTICP ThIS c-malllranSmlSS;O{!. and any documents, mes Or prevlt){!' c-mad messages aHachd to ;1 may C()O!i11l1
cC)nfidentlal information {hallS !~ga!ly privl!eged If you ~n: not tile tlltended rCClplcn( or J. person re:0p(>n~1!)k for ddl'.'~l mg 11 to the l!1!endcd
ft:clpienl. ),Qu nrc herehy no{ili~d ~hJ.t an)~ disclosure, COP) mg. Jistrihutlon or usc of any of !h(:' in(onnatlon contain0d IJ! or 3.f!a.c!\c.d 10 {hi~
lr"n,missi(ln l$ STRICTLY I'ROH1BlTD) li"you hal'e rcc,,,,"cd rhtS lrallStlllSSiol1 m "rrN. plen.,e il11ntc'di3l<:ly 110ltti' rhe sc',,<in Pica,,, <I"SI[(':'
the ori!!trla! 1.C!lnsmL">sion ana 1t.'\ al!aGhmcnt~ wrLhnnt rcadin,g \)f sm ing in any m~llnc:r Th:lok you_ Phllcm\. (lT0Ur :Vi\'ISOf)' Sen/Ices, L! .t~

From: Porterfield, steve [mailto:sporterfield@epikosdesign.com]
Sent: Thursday, March 13, 2008 7:21 PM
To: Stephen W. Bell
Subject: RE: Log Leveling Etc.
Steve, I've been quite busy, sorry i didn't send these earlier. I think I'll make a key plan indicating
where each of these photos were taken; I'll send that over tomorrow.
Steven Porterfield

Erikas I,and Planning + ..-\rchitecturc
802 N 3rd St., rvlcCall, ID 83638
tel: (208) 634-4540 [ax: (20S) 634-5498
www.epikosdesiK~f,o.JIl.

From: Stephen W, Bel! [mailto:sbell@phoenixadvisoryllc.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 12, 2008 5:52 PM
To: Wayne 5 Ruemmele; Porterfield, Steve
Cc: marileebell@aol.com

PC007426
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Subject:

~og

I was hoping to have heard back from you re your findings as to how much retrofit work
there was going to be re the shims under the 9 main level vertical logs in place??
How many men were working out there when you were making your observations?

Stephen W. Bell
Phoenix Group Advisory Services, LLC
863 \h.n]Lltu11

BZ:;lCll

~b.nha~:Lln. Ecach~

Hnul;::v3[cl SHill: 204

( ,al(C(lrni,\ ()02(;()

( H( Tel

.> 1(l.5·~(L,;H(){)

Uir!'ax

3 !\U6::'-·'if;5(1
.) 1U.202 -:::3SS

~\.tl)bilc

[·.-:Visil:
NOTlCE Th!s e-rn:J.il !rano.;01tssion. and £'loy documents. flks (lr previous e-mallmcssagc;.: attnched hI rt may

cont.')in confidrl1tial lnfonnminl1 (hal IS
(0 the intended
you arc
In or altach!.:d to
tHlll~mISS!()l1 IS
llotli~' (he" :'icnJer Please de~troy The
rllO~nix Group i\clvi"ory SCf\ i~e.o.;,

[f you arc not the intcndcJ fL'Clpicllt or ,\ person rc:sp~)nsiblc: rl)(
It
disclosurt_
dlStrihuti01\ <)f usc of ally 0ft!1e: mformatlOn
!ry~)U
n.:cL'i\'c,llhi~ lranslUlsslon in error. plca:-;c U1.11th.:dl:lk'!y
tran:.misslo!1 and 11::- clttuchmcl1L\ without reading or ,<ul\'lng In :.in~· m:.l1mer '} hank ~ Oli.

No virus found in this incoming message_
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From: Stephen W. Bell [mailto:sbelliOlDhoenixadvisoc,1Ic.comJ
Sent: Thursday, April 03, 2008 1:45 PM
f 0: Rick Wlnke1ler
Cc: Marlleebell@aol.com
Subject: ~lorch Strnt Etc

Rick,

I honestly don't feel cirher of w;. bencfi(!j from dl"'dgging mette i!ii'jUClf our and certainly not into Srate Court. I :,iJso believe th:.tt the iesut::s you ::Lta[e ~re a
"disregard to OUI agreement." is a bit misleading. The adjustments that make up the ma/oilty of che rcllef I am seeldng are based upon the construction
contract tlIat we both signed in Sop '07; more specifically, the hourly rate. for your employees are clearly spelled out in Item 5 a. being GrOB. Hourly Wages +
251>/0 (we also diacuucd this w~ge rate t-IHtue at length in Sep :and Oct 2007 and there are notes IiUppOrting these rncetings); dle other gignificant i&iUe is
regarding Sopris and specifically ribe amoW)til unpaid from Jan & Feb. These charges relate to billingS by PCM that do not accurately rellect the actual % of
completion for their work on framing .nd log setting on which soch billings are to he based (normal construction billing practices and supported in our
contract). My 'Sopds' >djustment to the amount due you may be overst.ted, however that is simply due to the [:;let that r don't know how much PCM ha,
alreadyp.id S<>pris. Yes, there are other isaue. but I think we are both beBt aerved by trying to negotiate a aettlement by sitting down acr088 the table and
going thcough each line item one-by- one. Trying to do this in crow will NOT work, nor will. reJephone conference and cert:tinly NOT with attorney'. at the
table. fn that light, I Buggest that we meet egrly Monday or Tuesday (Apr 7th or 8th) morning in the Whitetail Lodge conference room (Mill Room) down9tairs
where we will have .<>rne privacy and setde tbis thing. I could also meet anytime on Sunday should that work better for your schedule.

I only ask that you bring an attitude of faime.s

to the meeting surrounding .ome of the i.sues other than the ones set forth above. I also ask that you provide
me with copies of the lavolce. supporting all charges (> S100) 01] the March billing you gent yesterday. As I have mentioned in the past, I have no intention of
not paying you [ot all tile out-of-pocket cos'" for materials, etc. I just want to have the invoices for my mea. All my is9ues and where I seek relief for unfair
practices, have [0 do with. ~e variable costa w-c have been discuBsing since October 2007 and continuously 8jl1ce~ Almost all these items are those which you
control:as to the a~QUllt!i to be charge.d.

My two immediateilsue8 with the March billing are: Eric Winkeller'B (fhave no idea who he even i. at thia point nor his qualifications) charge. for GEN'L
LABOR of ~O per hour ($30 per hour greater th= what you want to bill me. for a Supervisod) and Reynold'. Plumbing asking for another $2,700 for what little
"'ork they have done to date :>od coosidecing they have already been paid over $9,000 which 1 am informed by knowledgeable peopk i. far too much given the
tot-:;l.l contr::tct propoiJal we h~ve (rom them. The Reynolds iEl8Ue is an eallY one as I can deal v.rith this myself !'.tod it shouJdn't affect you one bit. He is
overbilling ~ 9ubs.t"m:htl ~r:nount ::lad that (:;;let C:l.n be e::udly eQtabliehed, 80 \\"e don't have co W::lBte our time over hill. billing pr~ctices,
I am cu[rentiyin Denver CO helping my Dad who you are aware haa Alzhcimer's into a. new home so I um pretty busy. I willhowe,,'cr go through t.~e March
billing and a.nything else that ill rdey-ant to getting a s(';ttlcmcnt ncgotll:lted and communica.te . . . . -ith
.
you by tomorrow morning. This ","-ill give you ~omc time to
&upply me with whatc'f'Cr I reasonably request and we can act a meeting time for early n~xt week in McCalL I would also au.ggc:J.t we both develop outlines for
the .lueeting as. to the 1l18llCS we each feel must be 8c[ded which cao eithc( be dl5trib~ted before or 'l.t the meeting :at your _optiODv
I trU8[ you Vv'"ill agre:t.:wlth this 8uggestion

to

meccwhlle J am in McCall next week or offer an a)rernacive option(s} Ple;u.je get back w me ASAP.

Stephen W. Beil
Phoe:nix Gf::JUP Advisory Services., LLC
865 Manhattan. Bc..lch. BoU:cxM'C.., Sui,.;.: 20~
Y1::::uhUIltl.::.ll-kilCh, California 90266
OfITd 310.54-6..5&1[)
Di.r: F2...'<

.~1O ..\f2_AA5\!

r-..Icbllc 3lU1.n-23S';
E~~r.:l-il; ~JI@phc.:>c.:lb:';l.ch15{:ryil::.COQ <:1lI.i.!la:sbill0i:)hoe.t1.lI'ZC<;i!.01'v11c.co.-o:>

W elh.] (C'; \.1."\(,·',1.'-, r~OClli:tadvisorf.lC.COC1 <r.Up:! I',L'\..-~,';Ih e<:c::r:Wvi10rvl":cc;)r;:;, <'.:l:tp:! /'!1."Il-'\V ,Dr:ocdx:.dv!S9[1.~C.CO:::!>
CO!,-'.\?lU£;;-'DAt.rrY "iOT1CE.;TJ';. , ....... ul fH<l..<:nr.iu;",., *",J *"':r d<>e""",c=L<, (i;,., "r prmV'\.l, <-1!l.rill.Uu'~n "':,,"c;:..d;:.,:. it<'l4g ~;. • .:;o;1( <:.~.5~-=Li:o~inr,>r".ptJ."'{I1:.1Li. kf?-llrprlv'il~g-<Ol. rryQU ~(~ "'" (h. i~;~Jt,k--il"~ci;;>i~"l,,,r ~ p'''''''- r"p"l'Jrol.
for :!cll;'T:70:~it (;:>1'te' •.H1:ndc.d Ic.dJ'lr. .. (, yo.e. -.rt hcrdtrnQljfic.d.u,,,t:o,,,: <i:ocla1\H'S- C\7F~{"4!'- <:!i'-1rib<ltion nr me. ,(:lit)' d U( '1', rarlll..-i<> c c<>J1'-"lroco;n ~f ;>o(Uch,.d l~ lhi~ i.!:;)~!'roiH;.ni~ mtrcrr,y FROIUBlT£::). U),oOll.::tV( ~rf..,..:f (b:!~ l:':lt.:~ ....1;"''';'')'1
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ISB
8
Daniel Loras GlYllii, ISB
113
TROUT t JONES. GLEDHILL. FUfoo\IALL\I, P,/\.
The 9 lh & Idaho Center
'
th
225 N. 9 Street, Suite 820
PO Box 1097
Boise,ID 83701
Telephone: (208) 331-1170
Facsimile: (208) 331-1529
Email: ktrout(2l:)idalaw.com
dglvnn02idalaw.com
Attorneys for Plaintiff Perception Construction Management, Inc.

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY

PERCEPTION CONSTRUCTION
MANAGEMENT, INC.,
Plaintiff,

Case No.

2008~ 179C

PLAINTIFF'S MOTION IN LIMINE RE:
BELL EXPERT TESTIMONY

vs.
STEPHEN BELL and MERILEE BELL,
husband and wife, and WELLS FARGO
BANK,N.A.,
Defendants.
Plaintiff Perception Construction Management, Inc., by and through its counsel of record,
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A., submits this Motion In Limine Regarding Bell Expert
Testimony. By this Motion, Plaintiff requests that any proffered expert testimony from Mr. Bell be
excluded, or, in the alternative, that this Court allow Plaintiff to inquire ofMr. Bell as Plaintiffwould
be entitled to inquire of any other expeli witness.

PLAINTIFF'S MEMORAN1JlJM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION IN LIMINE
RE: BELL EXPERT TESTIMONY 1
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8.

TROUT + J00JES +GLEDHILL +

KL\1

p

J. TROUT

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
The undersigned, a resident attorney of the St~e(}1fIdaho, with offices at 225 N. 9 Street,
Suite 820, Boise, Idaho 83702, certifies that on the _~_. ay of September, 2008, he caused a true
and correct copy of the foregoing document to be forwarded by the methodes) indicated below, to the
following:
th

Jonathan D. Hally
Clark and Feeney
PO Drawer 285
Lewiston, ID 83501

Hand Delivered
U.S. Mail
Facsimile 208-746-9160

[8J

D
D
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ISB
Daniel Loras Glynn, ISB #5113
TROUT • JONES • GLEDHILL.
& Idaho Center
225 N. 9'h Street, Suite 820
PO Box 1097
Boise,ID 83701
Telephone: (208) 331-1170
Facsimile: (208) 331-1529
Email: ktrout(2I?idalaw.com
dgl ynn@idalaw.com
J.

,P.A.
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CLERK

Attorneys for Plaintiff Percepti on Construction Management, Inc.

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY

PERCEPTION CONSTRUCTION
MANAGEMENT, INC.,
Plaintiff,
vs.

Case No. 2008-179C

PLAINTIFF'S
MEMORANDUM
IN
SUPPORT OF MOTION IN LIMINE RE:
BELL EXPERT TESTIMONY

STEPHEN BELL and MERILEE BELL,
husband and wife, and WELLS FARGO
BANK, N.A.,
Defendants.
Plaintiff Perception Construction Management, Inc., by and through its counsel of record,
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A., submits this Memorandum In Support Of Motion In Limine
Regarding Bell Expert Testimony.

ARGUMENT
Plaintiff undertook the deposition of Stephen Bell on August 14, 2008. (Affidavit of Counsel
in Support of Motion in Limine re: Bell Expert Opinion, Paragraph 2, Exhibit "A") During the
course of that deposition, Mr. Bell did not identify any potential expert opinions that might be the
PLAINTIFF'S MEMORANTI1.JM IN SupPORT OF MOTION IN LIMINE
RE: BELL EXPERT TESTIivfON'Y - 1
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ect

, Bell's
right to continue

opinion from

deposition in

event

. Bell. (ld.)

i\fter failing to identify any expert opinions to be provided by :'vIr. Bell, Defendants should

not be permitted to provide expeli testimony in this regard. See Clark v. Klein, 1

Idaho 154,

P.3d 810 (2002) (holding that expeli opinion that was not advised to opposing party in advance of
trial would be excluded, acknowledging that "[b]efore an attorney can even hope to deal on crossexamination with an unfavorable expert opinion he [or she] must have some idea of the bases of that
opinion and the data relied upon. If an attorney is required to await examination at trial to get this
information, he [or she] often will have too little time to recognize and expose vulnerable spots in
the testimony.")
However, in the event that this Court should allow Mr. Bell to provide expert testimony,
Plaintiff should be permitted to inquire of Mr. Bell concerning the basis of those opinions and the
formation of those opinions to the same extent as Plaintiff would be entitled to inquire of any other
expert witness. It has been recognized that when a party testifies as an expert witness the materials
used in forming his opinions are discoverable as with any other experts, even those that would
otherwise be privileged as work-product. Wright & Miller, Federal Practice and Procedure, § 2016.2
n. 41. Further, by testifying as an expert a party waives attorney-client privilege with respect to
communications with counsel on the specific subject on which the party testifies. Aetna Casualty &

Surety Co., 810 S.W.2d 438, 440 (Tex.App. 1991); Magida v, Continental Can Co., 12 F.R.n 74, 77
(S.D.N.Y 1951); 1 McCormick on Evidence § 93 (6th Ed. Updated 2006); 81 AmJur.2d Witnesses

§ 339,
Accordingly, should this Court determine to allow Mr. Bell to provide expert opinion despite
PLAINTIFF'S MEj''/1O~40rDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION IN LIMINE
RE: BELL EXPERT TESTIMON'{ ~ 2
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to
" , v v L L H..

~o

subject

\_

f,.
1-.1.

of

information

\\bch he testifies 'without shielding

privilege.
DATED

this~ay of September, 2008.
TROUT. JONES • GLEDHILL +FUHRi\lIAN, P.A.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
The undersigned, a re;ide~t attorney of the State ofIdaho, with offices at 225 N. 9 Street,
Suite 820, Boise, Idaho 83702, certifies that on the
day of September, 2008, he caused a tme
and COlTect copy of the foregoil1g document to be forwarded by the methodes) indicated below, to the
following:
th

Hand Delivered
U.S. Mail
Facsimile 208-746-9160

Jonathan D. Hally
Clark and Feeney
PO Drawer 285
Lewiston,ID 83501

[6]

D
D

KIMJ. TROUT
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Kim J. Trout, ISB #2468
Daniel Loras Glynn, ISB #5113
TROUT. JONES •
•
& Idaho Center
th
225 N, 9 Street, Suite 820
P,O, Box 1097
Boise,ID 83701
Telephone: (208) 331-1170
Facsimile: (208) 331-1529
Email: ktrout@idalaw.com
dgl vnn@idalaw,com

,P,A,

Attorneys for Plaintiff Perception Construction Management, Inc.

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY

PERCEPTION CONSTRUCTION
MANAGEMENT, INC.,

Case No, 2008-179C

CLOSING ARGUMENT

Plaintiff,
vs,
STEPHEN BELL and MERILEE BELL,
husband and wife, and WELLS FARGO
BANK,N,A,
Defendants.

COME NOW, the above-named Plaintiff, Perception Construction Management, Inc"
(hereafter "Perception," "Plaintiff' or "PCM"), by and through their counsel of record, Trout Jones
Gledhill Fuhnnan, P .A, and hereby submit their Closing Argument and Proposed Findings of Fact
and Conclusions of Law.

INTRODUCTION
This case is a simple case. It centers, unfortunately, on the plans of Stephen & Merilee Bell,

CLOSL\G )illGu-:\IE:\,T - 1

sa

foot custom

or "Bells"), to build a 6,500
only vVhitetail

located in :v1cCall, Idaho.

basis beginning in the fall of2007.

custom home \vas to be

Bells hired

fJPY'('Py\t1

home in
ona

Constmction

bc. owned by Rick vVinkeller, an experienced custom home builder. The parties negotiated a
sophisticated constmction contract to be performed on a "cost plus" basis. During the course of
negotiations the parties clearly identified the cost for supervision and clearly identified the cost for work
to

performed in sections 5.1.1 and 5.1.3.
Work commenced in the early fall of2007 and proceeded according to plan through the first

four pay requests. Then, the inevitable happened and it began to snow. Not only did it begin to snow,
but it snowed a lot. During the month of December, the variable costs of snow removal and winter
conditions had a significant impact on the cost of constmction. Mr. Bell was fully aware prior to
executing the contract, that these variable costs could, and would, have a significant impact on the cost
of constmction while working in winter months.
Prior to entering into the cost-plus contract with PCM, Bell knew full well the potential impacts
of construction in winter conditions. However, Mr. Bell made a conscious choice to not stop work but
rather press forward with construction during the winter of2007-2008, and when confronted with the
cost of working in winter conditions he decided simply that he had to 'change the deal' and renegotiate
the contract.
When Mr. Winkeller refused to concede to Mr. Bell's demands, the relationship between the
parties soured, and eventually terminated.
The evidence at 11ial demonstrated a very simple set of facts for the Court to consider. Bell
contracted to pay for all constmction services on a cost-plus basis, pursuant to the express terms of the
constmction contract. There was no "budget," nor any fixed price, and in pressing forward the work in
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\vintermonths, PC\;f did the

·winter conditions costs \vhich Bell now

to

pay for.
contract is clear

PC:vI is

to

impOliant, Bell

. claims

for defect and offset by failing to contest any billing submitted, in a timely manner, as required by the
contract. Bell's counterclaims must be dismissed, and PCM should be awarded its damages based on
the valid claim of lien, plus interest, costs, and attorneys fees necessarily incurred in the prosecution of
the action.

FACTS PROVEN AT TRIAL

1.

THE PARTIES
Perception Construction Management, Inc. was, at all times relevant to this matter, a licensed

general contractor in the state ofIdaho. (Tl. Transcl. 22:24-23: 1-2).
Ml. Winkeller, the owner of Perception Construction Management, has extensive construction
experience that began in 1973. (Tl. Transcl., 23:11-25:1 12).
Perception Construction Management was recommended to Bell by Wayne Ruemmele of
EPIKOS, one of Mr. Bell's design team members. Mr. Bell contacted Perception Construction
Management in mid-August 2007 while construction had actually commenced at the site. (Tl. Transcr.
26:8-16).
Defendants, Stephen and Marilee Bell are the owners of Phoenix Group Advisory Services,
LLC, a Manhattan Beach, California business engaged in what is traditionally known as distressed
business workout services. Both Mr. and Mrs. Bell hold degrees in accounting, and Mr. Bell holds
himself out as a very sophisticated business advisor. (Ex. 56; Bell Depo. 14:2-25 to 16:1-17).
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2.

THE SITUATIO~
The Bells

acquired an interest in a lot in

only Wl1itetail

Valley County, Idaho. The Bells \vanted to build their custom
a team. That team included Neville Log Home, and a

located in

home and

contractor known as Ricard Construction,

LLC Prior to August of2007, Bell had contracted for the design, produced plans, and had acquired a
log package from Neville Log Home which was going to be produced and delivered to the McCall
construction site.

In August of2007, Bell had hired Easter Creek Construction to begin site clearing and layout,
but somehow, Ricard Construction was no longer a member of the "Bell team." Bell found himself
without a general contractor, and sought the recommendation of his local "eyes and ears," EPIKOS, an
architectural finn, which recommended PCM and Rick Winkeller to Bell, to act as Bell's general
contractor.

3.

HOW THE PARTIES ARRIVED AT THE CONTRACT
Upon meeting Mr. Bell in August of2007, Rick Winkeller found that Bell:
1.

Wanted the custom log home done on a "fast track" ;

2.

Did not have the financing for the custom log home in order, paper work

completed, and loan approved;
3.

Did not have complete plans and specifications; and

4.

Did not have either a "budget" nor an accurate cost estimate for the construction

costs of the custom log home.
PCM was asked to "help" obtain the financing and Rick Winkeller prepared a "48 hour" cost
estimate for the construction of the custom log home. In the first iteration, and every subsequent
iteration of the cost estimate thereafter, the superintendent cost was calculated at a $60.00 hourly rate
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an

total sum

a

S124,695.

16

001

Bellm3111pulated
1.

Bell's need to

2.

'vVells

off

1:':1

an

to

t\VO

issues:

lot cost ofS365,000; and

Bank lending limit oftwo million dollars total, as a loan to Bell for

the project.
In every iteration of Bell's "budget," the hourly rate and total supervision costs remained the
same. (Exs. 16, 27 & 88).
In the end, Bell did the following:
1.

\Vaived a second appraisal to move the financing of the custom log home

forward more rapidly, (Tr. Transcr. 45.1-17);
2.

Agreed to personally sign for the bank's nonnal ten percent retainage, so that

the bank would not retain funds from loan dispersal, (Ex. 18 PC 000445); and
3.

Bell signed a cost plus contract with no budget, knowing going in that:
a.

Construction in winter and winter conditions could be very expensive

(Ex. 60 PC007988-89); and
b.

"Yes. It's going to cost what it's going to cost." (Tr. Transcr. 27:9-15).

The Bells sought out a qualified general contractor, entered into negotiation with PCM, and
entered into a "cost plus" contract to move their project forward as rapidly as possible. To meet the
Bell's needs, PCM began construction prior to having a finalized contract.

4.

THE CONTRACT
The parties actually entered into, not one, but two, contracts. The first contract was rejected

by Wells Fargo Bank because it did not have a fixed amount to complete the construction. (Ex. 2,
Article VI, Page 6, PC 003220; Tr. Transcy. 60:8-14).
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second
contract has a

into by
of

on or about
proVlSlOns

25,2007.

control the outcome

3).

case.

are:
Article I
Pre-Construction Services
1.4
"Cost Estimate. It is expressly understood that the cost
estimate may be based upon incomplete design documents, solely for the
purpose of aiding in feasibility decisions by the Owner, and is not to be
interpreted in any way as a guarantee of cost by Contractor." (Ex. 3PC
001581).
Article III
Time of Commencement and Completion
3.1
Commencement and Completion. The \Vork to be
performed under this Agreement will be commenced on or about September
27,2007, upon a Notice to Proceed being issued by Owner to Contractor, and
shall be substantially completed in approximately fifteen (15) months.
(Ex. 3 PC 001582).
Article IV
Contractor's Fee
4.1
Contractor's Fee. In consideration of the performance ofthis
Agreement, the Owner agrees to pay the Contractor in cunent funds as
compensation for the Contractor's services a Contractor's Fee of $ (See 6.1
"Construction Cost). Contractor's Fee shall be paid in monthly installments
as to be set forth in attached EXHIBIT liD" as a future amendment to this
Contract. Any balance of the Contractors Fee shall be paid at the time of
substantial completion. (Ex. 3 PC 001583).
4.2.1 In the event of Changes in the Work as provided in Article 10,
The Contractor's Fee shall be subject to upward adjustment in the event that
the cost of the work exceeds the sum of$1,635,936, of the amount of the cost
of the work used to establish the fixed Contractor's Fee as provided abo=ve.
The contractors fee shall be increased by a sum equal to 10% of any cost
of work in excess of the sum of $1,635,936. (Ex. 3 PC 001584).
Article V
Cost of the Work
5.1
Defined. The term "Cost of the \Vork" shall mean all costs
necessarily incuned by the Contractor dUling either the perfonnance of Preconstruction or construction services in the performance of this Agreement.
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The

pay the Contractor
"Vork as
5. Such
addition to
Contractor's
in Article 4, Cost of the Work shall include, "vithout limitation, the
below in
3 PC 001584).
to

5.1.1 \Vages paId for construction workers in
employ of the Contractor in the performance of the ·Work under
applicable collective bargaining agreements, or under the Contractor's
salary or wage schedule, and including employee benefits as may be
payable with respect thereto.
3 PC 001584).
5.1.2 Wages or salaries of the Contractor's supervisory and
administrative employees when stationcd at the field office, in
whatever capacity employed, employees engaged m expediting the
production or transportation of materials and equipment, and such
employees in the main or branch office listed below or perfonning the
functions listed below:
None.
(Ex. 3 PC 001584).
5.1.3 Costs paid or incurred by the Contractor for taxes,
insurance, contributions, assessments, and benefits required by law or
collective bargaining agreements and, for personnel not covered by
such agreements, customary benefits such as sick leave, medical and
health benefits, holidays, vacations, and pensions, provided such costs
are based on wages and salaries included in the Cost of the Work
under subparagraphs 5.1 1 and 5.1.2. For purposes of this
subparagraph 5.1.3, Owner and Contractor agree to a reimbursement
factor to Contractor for the cost of additional payroll burden
reimbursable under this subparagraph 5.1.3 in an amount equal to
twenty-five percent (25%) of the standard burdened wages and
salaries which are reimbursable under subparagraphs 5.1.1 and 5.1.2
above. (Ex. 3 PC 001584).
Article VI

CONSTRUCTION COST
6.1
The cost of construction for the work described in the
plans dated July 23, 2007 shall be the sum of $1,635.936. Attached
(Exhibit E) is a cost breakdown for the work to be performed as
described in the plans dated July 23, 2007. Owner shall be solely
responsible for payment for any and all construction costs which exceed
the sum of $1,635.936 if those costs are incurred pursuant and
adjustments to the cost of construction are incurred as provided in
article 10 of this agreement. (Ex. 3 PC 001586).
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Article VIn
8.2
Defects. If the OYmer becomes a~ware of any fault or defect
in the \Vork or nonconformance \vith the Contract Documents, Os-mer
shall give written notice thereof'within five days to the Contractor.
3
PC 001586).
Article IX
PAYlYIENTS
9.2
Payable. The Owner will review the Contractor's application
for payment as promptly as possible and pay the amount thereof, on or before
the 10th day following submission by Contractor to Owner oft he application
for payment. If the Owner disputes any pOliion of the application for
payment, the amount not in dispute shall be paid when due, and the Owner
shall specify to Contractor in detail the reason it disputes the other portion of
the application for payment. If the Owner fails to dispute in writing any
application for payment or portion thereof within five (5) days following
submission of the application for payment by Contractor, then Owner
will be deemed to have waived any objection to the application for
payment. (Ex. 3 PC 001587)
Article XIV
Correction of Work
14.1 Correction Obligation. The Contractor shall promptly correct
Work by repair or replacement which fails to conform to the requirements
of the Contract Documents, whether or not fabricated, installed or completed,
and which shall befound to be not in accordance with the requirements ofthe
Contract Documents within a period of one (1) year from the date of
substantial completion ofthe Work. (Ex. 3 PC 001590).
14.2 Warranty. The Contractor warrants to the Owner, for a period
of one year after the date of substantial completion of the Work, that
materials and equipment furnished under this Agreement will be of good
quality and new unless otherwise required or pemlitted by the Contract
Documents, that the Work will be free from defects not inherent in the quality
required or permitted, and that the Work will conform with the requirements
of the Contract Documents. (Ex. 3 PC 001590).
Article XV
Termination
15.2 Termination by the Owner. In such case, the Contractor
shall be paid the undisputed Cost of the "Vork incuned and Contractor's
Fee earned thereon to the date of termination within ten (10) days of the
termination. (Ex. 3 PC 001591).
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Article XVI
:\Iiscellaneous
16.9 ~otices. All notices, demands or other documents or
upon either of
paliies
instruments required or permitted to be
hereto shall be in \vriting and if related to
exercise of legal
which may give rise to the declaration of default or tennination of this
Agreement shall be deemed duly served onlyvlhen delivered in person to the
party or to an officer or a partner of the party who is being served, or when
mailed by certified or 'registered mail, return receipt requested, postage
prepaid, to the parties at the addresses stated in the introduction of this
Agreement or to such other place as the party may hereafter designate in
3 PC
writing, delivered to the other party as aforesaid for legal notice.
001592).
(Emphasis added).
Exhibit C attached to Exhibit 3 at PC 001594) contained a residential property disclosure
required by Idaho Code § 45-525 which was executed by Mr. and Mrs. Bell. (Ex. 3 PC 001594)
The contract also contained, at Exhibit "E," the "Schematic Budget," that was used as a
guideline, only, for the schedule of values for pay requests. (Ex. 3 PC 001595-001601), Bell
acknowledged on more than one occasion that this "schematic budget," was "something that we
pitch and start over after the bank gives its thumbs up." (Ex. 17; Tr. Transcr. 42:5-11).
At no time during the course ofthe project did PCM ever give Bell a budget that was a fixed
cost of construction, or a guaranteed cost of any kind. (Tr. Transcr. 42:20-23).
Bell was unable to obtain a loan for greater than two million dollars without a second
appraisal, which he chose not to obtain. (Tl. Transcl. 45:4-7 & 45:14-17).
Bell agreed that "anything over and above that number for constnlction will be funded byrne,
personally." (Tr. Transcr. 46:8-15; Ex. 18 PC 000445). In short, Bell was ensuring the bank and
PCM that any costs in an excess of $1.365 million loaned by the bank would be covered by he and
Mrs. Bell personally. (Tr. TranscL 46:12-17).
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the

a contractors

of

87 PC 003975) .

The parties specifically entered into an addendum to the contract that said it was a cost plus
job and that all costs incurred by PCM would be paid by Bells personally, as the owner. (Ex. 4).
As oftbe date of signing the contract, there was no question that ML Bell understood that
supervision was going to be charged at the rate of $60.00 per hOUL (Tr. Transcr. 56: 1

1).

At the time of signing the contract, (Ex. 3), PCM had created a schedule known as a Gantt
Chart showing the duration of the different aspects ofthe work and including a milestone schedule.
(Tr. Transcr. 65: 12-24). This Gantt Chart reflected that the work which had begun on August 20,
2007 would go straight through the winter months of the winter 2007 -2008 and would have a fifteen
month duration. (Tr. TranscL, id.).
It was clear to PCM that Mr. Bell wanted to work through the winter months and that they

were going to push forward for the completion of the custom log home. (Tr. Transcr. 65:25 to 66:14).
With respect to Article V of the contract, there was a clear understanding between PCM and
Bell as to the reimbursement factor for wages and payroll as well as additional payroll burden to be
paid during the course of the project. Mr. Winkeller testified that sections 5.1.1 and 5.1.3 added a
total percentage of approximately fifty percent to be charged on in addition to the actual wages paid.
(Tr. Transcr. 67: 1-9). This was subsequently confirmed by the meeting minutes prepared by Mr.
Winkeller dated September 28,2007, (Ex. 26 PC 004896} During the contract review, and prior to
that time, Mr "\Vinkeller explained to Mr. Bell the cost oflaborplus the additional burden that would
be charged under the contract. (Tr. Transcr. 69:21-25 to 70: 1-3).
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specific written explanation from Mr. vVinkelleL (Ex. 86, Bates 0Jo. PC 003895).

for

send111g the payroll infonnation to me. I better understand the payroll cost / burden items."
As of September 25,2007, at the time of the execution of Exhibit 3, there was no question
that PCM and the Bells were exactly on the same page with respect to supervision costs at $60.00 an
hour and the labor costs to be charged under 5.1.1 and 5.1.3 of the contract. (Tr. TranscL 74:7-14).
Each of the first four pay applications/draw requests, (Exs. 6, 7, 8 & 9), were prepared in exactly the
manner described to Mr. Bell and to which Mr. Bell had agreed with respect to supervision costs and
wages. (Tr. Transcr. 74:15-25 to 75:1-2).
On October 1, 2007, PCM and Bell entered into an addendum to the construction contract.
(Ex. 4).

The addendum, in section 2.A. specifically provides: "the parties hereby agree and

acknowledge the present schedule of values, which has been supplied to the owner's lender, could be
exceeded in each scheduled category of work." The addendum further provides, in section 2.B.:
Owner further agrees, the owner shall process and pay the full amount of each
contractor draw request subject to Article IX of the construction contract,
whether or not the draw request exceeds the schedule of values contained in
the lending package between Owner and Owner's construction lender.
(Ex. 4).
In other words, if a draw request, as costs were accumulated in a line item, went over the
schedule of values, Bell was responsible for paying it in full. (Tr. Transcr. 78 :3-15).
Bell acknowledged his responsibility to pay as described in the addendum in his email
correspondence. (Ex. 22 PC 003904). When PCM raised this issue with Bell, he responded "you are
totally correct." (Tr. TranscL 80:2-6).
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5.

COURSE OF CONSTRUCTION

It \Vas clear to

that Bell "vas

Bell would have liked to

L~

completion.

lor an

been complete by July

PC 003303). In

,"ifhe could ha~ve had his

" (Tr.

Transcr. 36:16-25). However, this early completion date simply \vasn't feasible. (Tr. Transcr.
87:15-25 to 89:1-10). However, it was also very clear that Bell never gave any consideration to a
winter shutdown. (Tr. Transcr. 89: 11-13).
During the course of construction, it was clear that the lack of quality work by Neville, design
issues regarding HVAC, and other construction items were not going to allow for early completion.
(Exs. 28 PC 003809, 29, PC 003818, 30 PC 002933 & 31 PC 003595). However, PCM was paying
attention to detail, and was doing an excellent job of quality control with respect to a variety of
problems, including the Neville Log problems. (Ex. 32 PC 001665-75). This was a primary
responsibility of the superintendent Jeff Neubert. (Ex. 36).
Despite the problems with the Neville Logs, the project progressed in a good fashion in the
period from early September through November 14, 2007.

As evidenced by Exhibit 1, the

foundation work, framing, and log setting progressed in good fashion through and up to November
14,2007. (Ex. 1,5122,5104,5077 & 5092).
As evidenced by Exhibit 14 and summarized by Exhibit 98, once it began to snow in the
month of December, it snowed heavily. (Ex. 98). As evidenced by the climatological records,
and the summary ofthe weather data, the four year average for snow in December was thirty-five
inches, and the actual snowfall for December of2007 was a fifty-two inches.
These adverse and significant winter conditions clearly had an impact on both the work, and
cost of work. These "winter conditions" entailed snow removal, snow shoveling, protection of
materials, protection of the structure, and temporary heat. (Tr. Transcr. 84:8-16). In addition to the
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sno\yfall
5t085:1-9).

vIr. 'vVinilzeller

of pay

. (Tr.

submission of pay

1, 2 and 3, and up to

number 4, PCM and Bell, "had a good relationship." (Tr. Transcr 130:3-10).
Despite the impact of winter conditions, Bell told PCM that, "The last thing I want to do is

slow down progress." (Ex. 41 PC 003543). Mr. Winkeller testified that Bell could have exercised
the option to stop construction, however Bell chose not to exercise that option. (Tr. Transcr. 137: 1519). Pay request number four, which included charges for winter conditions incurred in December of
2007, was paid in full. (Tr. Transcr. 147:17-23).

6.

BELL CREATES THE DISPUTE
However, at this point in time Bell detennines to renegotiate the contract with PCM or,

failing that, unilaterally modify the contract. Bell's first attempt in this regard is reflect in an email
dated January 17, 2008, where Bell tries to remove work from the contract, stating: "I'm going to
locate someone myself to be responsible for removing snow, as needed ... and I will rent the snow
blower and take all responsibility for this person(s)." (Ex. 41 PC 003543). There is nothing in the
contract between PCM and Bell that allows Bell to remove work items from the contract with PCM.
In the same letter, Bell goes on to state, "I think you are doing a great job and certainly want
to move forward with you and PCM, however I am going to get quite a bit more involved now so
this doesn't happen again." (Ex. 41, PC 003543). In the period commencing on or about January 17,
2008, Bell began to manufacture his positions on non-payment, renegotiation, and recognizes how
he failed to properly negotiate tenns and conditions, which as he put it would, "protect himself." (Tr.
Transcr. 478:15-23).
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the budget is accurate or Lot)."

Mr. Winkeller testified repeatedly, there wasn't a budget.

on a
S7,OOO

41,

did
one month
003

~1).

an allowance and it's

going to be the cost---the job costs would be the costs incurred." "We can't predict." "It's a variable
cost, and we can't predict what the winter will be. (Tr. TramcL 136: 14-21). Mr. Winkeller testified
that these "variable costs" were costs that were totally dependent on weather conditions. (Tr.
Transer. 136:20-25 to 137: 1-5).
Nine days later, Bell admits the real problem and the core issue in this case:
"Rick, I will reiterate that we feel you are doing a great job and have the
experience building homes ofthis caliber that is essential to ensuring a final product
that will be as hoped for byus and the architects that designed the house. The above
is not a reflection of your character or professionalism, but rather an attempt to fix
these items which I should have negotiated back when we discussed our contract
in the fall. Call it being naive or just inexperienced, I failed to protect myself on
these items which has now caused us a problem.
(Emphasis Added)
(Ex. 40, PC 000202). Mr. Winkeller recognized immediately that Bell was asking to
renegotiate the contract. (Tr. Transcr. 146: 15-17).
From that point forward, Bell continued to try to renegotiate the winter conditions charges
and supervision charges in an effort to change his cost plus contract to one that had a fixed budget or
fixed price. (Tr. TranscL 147:3-13). The tone of the discussion got continually more heated. (Tr.
Transer. 147: 17 -18).
At this point, as of February 3,2008, ML Winkeller noted the conundrum thathe was facing
and dealing with ML Bell:
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if I didn't do it later it would
of
compromIse now,
s to
coming back
doing the same attack
later."
(Tr. Transcr. 149:17-25).
On Febmary 6,2008,

Winkeller actually nude a proposal to Mr. Bell for a compromise.

(Tr. Transcr. 150: 18-19). Exhibit 43 reflects the compromise offer made by Mr. Winkeller. With
respect to supervision he proposed a flat rate of $4,000 per month for supervision. (Ex. 43 Supervision).
As Mr. Winkeller testified:
A: \Vell, Mr. Bell- his two arguments at the time were the supervision rate
and the it was really the supervision rate and cost of snow removaL I had actually
in this proposal really suggested just to adjust the supervision rate for basically, to
cover my overhead.
Q: And is that the proposal to move to a flat rate of $4,000 per month?
A: Yes
TL Transcr. 152, Lines 1-9
In addition, ML Winkeller proposed to Issue a credit in the January bill for some
unintentional overtime and a credit for other supervision labor in December's bilL
By email exchange, on Febmary 6, 2008, Bell accepted the offer. (Ex. 44 PC 003230).
However, despite accepting Mr. Winkeller's proposal and modification as contained in Draw
Request No.5, (Ex. 10), Bell continued to try to renegotiate additional terms. (Tr. TranscL 154:9-25
to 155:1-21). As evidenced by Exhibit 70 and by Exhibit 10, Mr. Winkellerrevised the bill to fulfill
his part of the modified agreement and submitted it to Bell for payment (Tr. Transcr. 158:8-14).
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160:1-18),
Between February 6,2008 and the next meeting with Mr. Bell on FebruaIY 20,2008, Bell had
decided to terminate PCM. (Ex. 26 PC 04906;

. Transcr. 161 :6-22). There was no

notification from Bell that he intended to tenninate the relationship with PCM. (Tr. Transcr. 161 :2025).
In the meeting of February 20,2008, Bell and PCM agreed that PCM would continue work
and would make an "amicable transition as long as we abided by the tenDS of the contract." (Tr.
Transcr. 162:7-20). PCM honored its agreement, and continued to work in accordance with the
terms of the contract and submitted Plaintiffs Exhibit No. 11 as Pay Request No.6. (Ex. 11; Tr.
Transcr. 162:15-20).
PCM billed Bell for the work in accordance with the February 6, offer and acceptance,
however Bell refused to pay the bill. (Tr. Transcr. 163: 19-22).
Frankly, Bell begins a complete' flip- flop' in the period between February 20 and March 22,
2008,PCM's last day on the job. In Exhibit 24, dated March 13,2008 Bell writes: "With regard to
the snow removal PLEASE DO NOT charge me anything for this as I will make provision for
someone else to clean up the mess." (Ex. 24 PC 003794). (Emphasis Added)

As a result of Bell's request, PCM stopped snow removal to the extent possible. (Tr. Transcr.
165: 17-21). Bell's flip-flop approach to snow removal and winter conditions is exemplified by his .
directive in his March 11, 2008 email stating: "Please have all snow and standing water and ice
cleaned up immediately before we have an accident and someone gets hurt." (Ex. 46 PC 001756-
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),11 arch 11 email, Bell continues to

impose unilateral

ect.
onto

PCM in an effOli to run over the top ofMr. vVirlkeller. For example Bell writes on March 27,2008:

"I am discounting the hourly rate on all winter protection, snow removal and general clean / labor
charged by PCM." (Ex. 51). Bell did the same thing with hourly rates for PCM employees and the
hourly rate for charges on superintendent costs

111

an effort to coerce PCM into settling the matter.

(Ex. 51). It is paIiicularly important to note that this all occurred after Bell had received the peM
claim of lien. (Ex. 5).
Mr. Winkeller's frustration with Mr. Bell and his schizophrenic conduct is reflected by Mr.
Winkeller's testimony:

Q: In recall, just two days prior, he told you stop to stop all the snow
removal. Isn't that correct?
A: That's correct.
Q And now, he is telling you to take care ofthe obvious problem with
snow. Is that correct?
A: Correct.
Q: Was he going to pay you for this?
A: I honestly can't say. He should have. By the contract, it was cost of
work.
(Tr. Transcr. 170:9-17).
The key to understanding the chaotic and irrational conduct of Bell lies in an examination of
his efforts to renegotiate the contract. Bell says it best in his memorandum of February 3, 2008
where he says:
1.
"The comparisons to original budget versus Bell reduced amounts are
irrelevant. We both agree we don't have any budgets for the most part that have been
well thought out and agreed upon by both of us with the exception of a few line
items." (Ex. 23 PC 004751 ~ 1).
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post-tennination correspondence from Bell

IS

IS

50 & 51) finds Bell

relying almost exclusively on his position and claim that amounts v;rere over budget and therefore
should not be subject to being paid. His position runs directly contrary to his admission in Exhibit
23 and the clear understanding of the pmties that this was and continued to be a cost plus contract for
construction with no budgets or fixed costs .. (Ex. 3).

7.

BELL OWES PCM FOR WORK PERFORMED PURSUANT TO THE
CONTRACT
Exhibit 13 contains a summary of the accounts prepared by Mr. Winkeller based upon the

total amount of payments received from Bell and the total amount of pay requests submitted by
PCM. Exhibit 13 reflects that with all just credits due, Bell owes PCM as of May 31, 2008,
exclusive of interest, the sum of$36,652.45. (Ex. 13). As important, Exhibit 99 reflects that when
the credits which Mr. Winkeller offered and Mr. Bell accepted on the condition that payment be
made, are withdrawn from the Plaintiff s claim summary, the total amount due and owing PCM as of
May 31,2008 is the sum of$42,522.45. (Ex. 99).

8.

BELL'S LACK OF CREDIBILITY

As the only witness for the Defendants, Stephen Bell demonstrated his true character and
a total lack of credibility:
1.

Bell disavowed any 'relationship' with Ricard Construction as his first

general contractor, yet the company shows up 'front and center' as part ofthe Bell
'team' on the original plans and specifications: (Ex. 133);
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\Vinkel1er and the job perfonnance ofPCM -- then stating that
it. (Ex. 40;
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of

for :'v1r.

didn't really mean

. Tramcr. 477: 13-22);

Bell testified neither he nor his wife were owners of a construction company,

yet he wrote his graphic designer and told him that the Bell's were 'shareholder's' in
the current Bell general contractor, S toneMetalvVood, Inc. (Ex. 81 PC 005441; Tr.
Transcr. 527:15-23 & 528:1-25);
5.

Bell acknowledged there were no budgets for the variable costs of winter

conditions and snow removal, and acknowledged that he wasn't focused, was naIve,
and should have and could have negotiated those items at the inception of the
Construction Contract, but did not. (Exs. 61 & 40 PC 000202

~1;

Tr. Transcr.

478: 15-23); and
6.

Although Bell testified at trial to very specific recollections oftelephone calls

with Mr. Winkeller, at the time he was deposed, he could not 'specifically recall
anything'. (Bell Depo. Transcr. 135:15-17).

In short, Mr. Bell's testimony demonstrates that he is willing to say anything, at any time, to
serve his purposes, whether what's being said is truthful, or not. The record in this matter shows that
Mr. Bell was not truthful, and his testimony must be disregarded for these reasons. There is no
factual or legal basis for any defense raised by the Bell's in this matter. Their defense to the claims of
PCM has been, and remains, flivolous.
important, Bell's were given a full opportunity by the Court to controvert Ex. 13, and Ex.
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vVhat follows are PCM's proposed Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law w-hich are
supported by the facts proven by PCM, and the application oflaw to those proven facts.

FINDINGS OF FACT
1.

Defendant's Stephen Bell and Merilee Bell, (hereafter "the Bells" or "Defendants,"

are husband and wife and are the owners of a parcel of real property, (hereafter referred to as "the
Propeliy"), located at 2018 Fox Fairway Court, in the city of McCall, the county of Valley, state of
Idaho and more particularly described as follows:
LOT 24, BLOCK 4 OF WHITETAIL PLANNED UNIT DEVELOPMENT,
PHASE 1 ACCORDING TO THE OFFICIAL PLAT THEREOF, ON FILE
AND OF RECORD IN THE OFFICE OF THE RECORDER, VALLEY
COUNTY, IDAHO, RECORDED AUGUST 3, 2005 AS INSTRUMENT
NO. 298455 IN BOOK 10 OF PLATS, AT PAGE 16.
2.

Perception is an Idaho corporation duly authorized to conduct business in the

State ofIdaho.
3.

At all times relevant hereto, Perception was a duly licensed contractor with the

Idaho ContractorsBoard, License Number RCE-320.
4.

On or about August 15, 2007, Perception and Stephen Bell met on the Property to

discuss Bell's need for a building contractor to construct a residential structure on the Property
5.

Bell requested that Perception commence work on the Property in advance of the

execution of a written contract.
6.

Bell requested that Perception provide a "budget" that Bell could provided to Wells

Fargo Bank, N.A., for construction financing.
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7.

On

8.

On or about September 11,2007, Perception and the Bells executed a Construction

20,2007, Perception commenced

on

Contract for the construction of a residential structure upon the Property and emailed said contract to
Wells Fargo Banle
9.

On September 25,2007, Perception and the Bells executed a second Construction

Contract, (hereafter referred to as "Constn1ction Contract") which amended the parties' original
contract dated September 11, 2007.
10.

On October I, 2007, Perception and the Bells executed an Addendum to the

Construction Contract, (hereafter referred to as "Addendum").
11.

The Construction Contract requires Perception to submit to the Bells an application

for payment reflecting the Cost of the Work (as defined in the Construction Contract) on or before
the tenth (1oth) day of each month.
12.

The Construction Contract requires the Bells to pay the amount stated in the

application for payment within ten (10) days of its receipt by Bell.
13.

The Construction Contract also requires that if the Bells disputed any portion of the

amount stated in the application for payment, the Bells were required to pay the amounts not in
dispute, and advise Perception in writing ofthe detailed reasons for dispute within five (5) days of
the receipt of the application for payment.
14.

The Construction Contract provides that if the Bells fail to dispute, in writing, any

application for payment within five days following the submission ofthe application for payment,
the Bells will be deemed to

waived any objection to the application for payment.
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15.

Pursuant to

terms

(as defined in the Construction Contract) and
a. Application for Payment

Bells responded as fo11o'.\'s:

1 '.vas submitted to

Bells on October 3, 2007

the amount of$58,842.20. The Bells paid 58,721.90 on October

2007 and

130.20 on October 30, 2007 leaving a balance / credit of:81,508.30.
b. Application for Payment No.2 was submitted on November 8, 2007 for the
amount of$179,798.98. The Bells paid S 179,798.98 on November 19, 2007. No
balance remains on said application.
c. Application for Payment NO.3 was submitted on December 4, 2008 for the
amount of$67,608.79. The Bells paid $67,708.70 on December 19, 2007. No
balance remains on said application.
d. Application for Payment No.4 was submitted on January 11, 2008 for the
amount of 58,213.68. The Bells paid $58,213.68 on January 24, 2008. No
balance remains on said application.
e. Application for Payment No.5 was submitted to the Bells on February 7,
2008 for the amount of$49,265.44. The Bells paid $20,000.00 on February 27,
2008 and made a second payment of$14,429.85 on March 21,2008. A balance
of$14,835.59 remains to be paid to Perception.
f.

Application for Payment No.6 was submitted to the Bells on March 10,2008

for the amount of 85,555.80. The Bells have not paid said application.
g. Application for Payment No.7 was submitted to the Bells on April 2, 2008
with a credit to the Bells in the amount ofS 10.16. The Bells have not responded
to Application for Payment No.7.
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Bells'receipt
17.

to

said application. (Tr. P. 489,

,490,LL.1-25;

I,LLI-15.)

a result of the Bells' failure to pay Perception for Application of Payment No.5

and No.6, on or about March 18,2008, Perception recorded a Claim of Lien against the Property in
the amount of $113,312.94.
18.

On March 18, 2008 by both facsimile and certified mail, Perception served a true and

correct copy of the claim oflien upon the Bells, the receipt of which was acknowledged by the Bells.
19.

Perception continued to provide labor, services and materials for and upon the

Property through March 22, 2008, at which point Perception ceased any further work on the
Property.
20.

As of May 31,2008, and assuming all credits have been applied and subject vendors

have released claims relating thereto, the outstanding balance due and owing by the Bells to
Perception is $42,522.45. (Ex. 99)
21.

Perception commenced litigation in this action against Bell within 6 months of the

date ofthe filing of the claim oflien.
22.

Bell bonded offthe Claim oflien by the substitution of a bond, provided by Travelers

Insurance in pursuant to I.C. §45- 518.
23.

At no time, did Bell or any representative of Bell provide written notice to Perception

of any construction defect within five days of discovery of the same. (Tr., p. 489, LL. 4-12)

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
24.

Pursuant to the Idaho Constitution, laborers and materialmen possess a constitutional

right to a lien to secure repayment for labor and matelials supplied and provided for the construction
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XIII, Section. 6.

to Idaho Code Section 45-501:
perfolming labor or
to be used in.
construction,
alteration, or repair of any ... building ... or otherwise improves any land ... has a
lien upon the same for the work or labor done or the professional services and
materials furnished, whether done or furnished at the insistence ofthe owner of the
building, other improvements or his agents ...
26.

The Idaho Supreme Court has recognized that the provisions of mechanics and

laborers lien laws "must be liberally construed with a view to affect their objects and promote
justice." Pierson v. Sewell, 97 Idaho 38,41,539 P.2d 590,593 (1975).
27.

The Idaho Supreme Court has also recognized that a laborer or materialmen must

"substantially comply" with the statutory requirements for materialmen's liens as set fOlih in Idaho
Code Section 45-507. Pierson v. Sewell, 97 Idaho 38, 41,539 P.2d 590, 593 (1975).
28.

The Claim of Lien recorded by Perception substantially complies with the statutory

requirements ofIdaho Code Section 45-507.
29.

To possess a valid, enforceable lien, Idaho Code Section 45-507 requires that "within

ninety days after the completion oflabor or services or the furnishing the materials," a party claiming
a lien upon real property must record a claim oflien with the county recorder where the real property
is situated.
30.

Perception performed labor and provided on the Bell Property until March 22,2008.

Perception's Claim of Lien was filed on March 18, 2008. As a result, the Claim of Lien recorded by
Perception was recorded within ninety days of Perception's completion oflabor and services upon
the Bell Property.·
31.

Idaho Code 45-507(5) requires that a claim oflien must be served upon the owner of

the property by mailing a copy thereofto the owner by certified mail within five days ofthe filing of
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said

On NIarch 19, 2008,

Bells.

a copy

upon

of .

Bells

P

a

enforceable claim of lien

to Idaho

Section 45-507.
33.

Perception alleged breach of the Construction Contract by Bell. "If a breach of

contract is alleged, the burden is upon the claimant to show 'the making ofthe contract, an obligation
assumed by defendants, and their breach or failure to meet such obligation. '" Reynolds v. American
Hardware Mut. Ins. Co., 115 Idaho 362, 365, 766 P .2d 1243, 1246 (1988) quoting in part Thomas v.
Cate, 78 Idaho 29,31,296 P.2d 1033,1035 (1956).

34.

Bell had an obligation to pay Perception's undisputed amounts on pay

applications/ draw requests wi thin ten (10) days of receipt pursuant to Section 9.2 of the Construction
Contract. Bell's failure to dispute any pay application as required by Section 9.2 acted as a waiver of
any objection to the application for payment. Both Mr. and Mrs. Bell are Certified Public Account by
education and licensure. Mr. Bell negotiated the terms of the Construction Contract arid was
intimately familiar with the language ofthe Construction Contract. Bell's wavier of any dispute as to
any application for payment was knowing and voluntary. A waiver is a voluntary, intentional
relinquishment ofa known right or advantage. Dennettv. Kuenzli, 130 Idaho 21, 26,936 P.2d 219,
224 (Ct.App. 1997).
35.

Bell asserted that the contractual pro'lisions for payment under Section 5.1.1 and 5.1.3

held a different meaning than PCM. This assertion has been knowingly and voluntarily waived by
Bell. In addition, to determine whether a contract is patently ambiguous, a court looks at the face of
the document and gives the words or phrases used their established definitions in common use or
settled legal meanings. Pinehaven Planning Bd v. Brooks, 13 8 Idaho 826, 70 P.3d 664 (2003). For a
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contract term to

must be at leasT two
1

Co.

v.

Idaho 135, 139 P.3d
138 Idaho

P.3d 1

(2006), or it must
(2003).

;'The intent ofthe parties is determined from the plain meaning ofthe words." Clear

Lakes Trout Co, Inc.

v.

Clear

Foods,Inc., 141 Idaho 117, 120,106 P.3d 443,

(2005).

contract is not rendered ambiguous on its face because one of the parties thought that the words used
had some meaning that differed from the ordinary meaning of those words. As explained in 17 A Am.
Jm. 2d, Contracts § 348 (2004): (Bell's) ... understanding of the meaning ofthe calculations under
5.1.1 and 5.1.3 are not relevant if the Construction Contract is unambiguous. The detennination of
whether a contract is ambiguous on its face must be decided by giving the words or phrases used
their ordinary meanings. Shawver v. Huckleberry Estates, L.L. C, 140 Idaho 354, 93 P.3d 685 (2004).
A party's subjective, undisclosed interpretation of a word or phrase cannot make the contract
ambiguous. Ifit could, then all contracts would be rendered ambiguous merely by a party asserting a
misunderstanding of the meaning of one or more ofthe words used. The voluntary failure to read a
contract does not excuse a party's perfonnance. Belkv. Martin, 136 Idaho 652, 39 P .3d 592 (2001).
Similarly, a party's failure to detennine the ordinary l'neaning ofthe words used in a contract does not
make it ambiguous. At a meeting with PCM on September 28, Bell requested an explanation of how
the charges would be calculated under Sections 5.1.1 and 5.1.3 ofthe Constmction Contract. PCM
provided that explanation, in writing, and Bell acknowledged his understanding of the same.
37.

The Court finds that Sections 5.1.1 and 5.1.3 are unambiguous based upon the

ordinary meaning of the plain language used in the Constmction Contract, and that Bell's
acknowledgement of understanding the meaning, his knowing and voluntary waiver of objection to
charges by PCM, and the evidence submitted by PCM that it charged Bell strictly in accordance
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of
and

.5 .1. 1 an d .5. 1. 3

Construction

by

Court

s

Bell's
to

invalid
'..LDon

grounds \vithout merit.
38.

Bell asserted that charges for supervision were excessive. The COUli finds

m

addition to Bell's knowing and voluntary waiver under Section 9.2 ofthe Constmction Contract, Bell
materially participated in the creation of multiple spread sheets, more than one of which was shared
by Bell \vith his bank, Wells Fargo Bank. These spread sheets were utilized by Bell as the
inducement to the Bank to loan Bell constmction funds. In addition to having waived this defense,
Bell is estopped to now argue that he was unaware or did not agree with the charges for superVision.
Bell's defense to payment upon these grounds is without merit.
39.

Bell asserted that they are entitled to certain credits for payment other than those

provided by PCM, as identified in Ex. 13. Bell asserted that he made certain other payments which
were reflected by Defendant's Ex. D. The Court expressly provided Bell the opportunity to depose
Sopris Construction, and to submit additional evidence on this issue. Bell failed to submit any
additional evidence, and Defendant's Ex. D was not admitted in evidence and shall not be considered
by the Court, nor will the Court consider any testimonial evidence related to Defendant's Ex. D.
Bell's defense to payment upon these grounds is without merit.
40.

Perception is entitled to an award pursuant to its Claim of Lien in the amount of

$42,522.45.
41.

Idaho Code Section 45-513 provides that upon the finding of a valid, enforceable

claim oflien, the Court "shall also allow as part ofthe costs the moneys paid for filing and recording
the claim, and reasonable attorney's fees."
42.

The Idaho Supreme Court has held that an award of attorney fees as part of the
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of

is mandatory'.

Co,

136

814 (2001),
Perception is entitled to an

of reasonable

as ,\Yell costs incuITed

relating to filing and recording the claim of lien.
In order to assert a claim for breach of contract, the party asserting such must show
"the making ofthe contract, an obligation assumed by defendants, and their breach or failure to meet
such obligation." Reynolds v, American Hardware }vfut. Ins. Co., 115 Idaho 362, 365, 766 P.2d
1243,1246 (1988) quoting Thomas v. Cate, 78 Idaho 29, 31,296 P.2d 1033, 1035 (1956).
45.

Fonnation of a valid contract requires that there be a meeting of the minds as

evidenced by a manifestation of mutual intent to contract. This manifestation takes the fonn of an
offer and acceptance." Inland Title Co. v. Comstock, 116 Idaho 701, 702, 779 P.2d 15,16 (1989).
46.

The Construction Contract/Addendum is a valid, unambiguous a11d enforceable

contract, which neither party disputes.
47.

Bell failed to pay Perception for the labor, services and material furnished pursuantto

Ben's contract with Perception. Accordingly, Bell breached his contract with Perception.
48

Perception is entitled to an award of damages in the amount of$42,522.45, as of May

31,2008.
49.

Idaho Code 12-120(3) provides that in any action to recover on a contract for the

purchase or sale of goods or services and in commercial transactions, the prevailing party shall be
entitled to a reasonable attorney fee. The Construction Contract (Cost Plus a Fee) (Ex. 3) provides in
Section 16.5 that the prevailing party is entitled to recover all reasonable costs and expenses in
connection with the entarcement ofthe provisions ofthe Construction Contract, including reasonable
attorney's fees. Perception is entitled to a reasonable attorney's fee on its claim for breach of
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contract

Bells.
Implied within

perf01111, in good
occurs when either

contract is a

the obligations imposed

covenant that

that

and a v'iolation of the covenant

violates, nullifies or significantly impairs any benefit ofthe contract. Idaho

Nat'l Bank v. Bliss Valley Foods, Inc, 121 Idaho 266, 289, 824 P .2d 841, 863 (1991).

51.

A claim of unjust enrichment requires proof of: (1) a benefit conferred upon the

defendant by the plaintiff; (2) appreciation by the defendant of such benefit; and (3) acceptance of
the benefit under circumstances that would be inequitable for the defendant to retain the benefit
without payment to the plaintiff for the value thereof. Aberdeen-Springfield Canal Co. v. Peiper, 133
Idaho 82,88,982 P.2d 917,923 (1999).
52.

By virtue of the labor, services, and materials provided by Perception to the Bells for

the improvement of the Property, the Bells were benefited and the Bells were aware of such benefit
and it would be inequitable for the Bells to retain the benefit without payment to Perception for the
value thereof.
53.

Perception is entitled to an award of damages representing the amount of benefit the

Bells received which would be unjust for the Bells to retain, in the amount of$42,522.45,as of May
31,2008.
54.

A party is entitled to an award of prejudgment interest where the amount ofliability is

liquidated or capable of ascertainment by mere mathematical processes.

I.e.

§ 28-22-104; Farm

Dev. Corp. v. Hernandez, 93 Idaho 918, 920, 478 P.2d 298,300 (1970).

55.

Perception is entitled to an award of prejudgment interest, calculated from May 31)

2008.
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CONCLUSION
Bell, have clearly demonstrated

IS

\vorld in \vhich \ve cun-ently live. It is truly unfortunate that Rick Winkeller, and PCvf, fell
into a relationship with someone so willing to say one

but never tlllthfully mean it, in

an effort to manipulate and deceive solely for their gain, and certainly to the loss of others.
Perception Construction Managment, Inc., PCM, and the vVinkellers respectfully
request that the Court enter judgment in their favor for all of their loss, costs, interest and
attorney's fees incurred in this matter.
In addition, PCM again seeks, based upon the admissions of Mr. Bell at trial and
upon the briefing previously submitted, the dismissal of the counterclaims of Defendant's
BelL Those claims, if any, were barred by the doctrines of waiver and estoppel, failure to
compl y with the statutory conditions precedent and a total inability today of compliance. (Tr.
Transcr. 488 :21-15 & 493:4-7)
As such the claims must be dismissed, and there is no basis to stay the entry of an
Order allowing PCM to move forward with the collection against he Bell's and their surety,
Travelers.

DATED this

h.,J... day of October, 2008.
TROUT + JONES +GLEDHILL +FUHRMAN, P.k

By
KIMJ. TROUT
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
The undersigned, a resident attorney of the State
Idaho, ,;-ith otnces at 225 . 9'h
Street, Suite 820, Boise, Idaho 83702, certifies
on
day of October, 2008, he
caused a true and correct copy of
foregoing document to be forwarded by
method(s)
mdicated below, to the follo\ving:

br&.

Jonathan D. Hally
Clark and Feeney
PO Drawer 285
Lewiston,ID 83501
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U.S. Mail
Facsimile 208-7469160
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Kim J. Trout, ISB #2-468
Daniel Loras Glynn, ISB #5113
TROUT. JONES • GLEDHILL. FUHRMl\i"J, P
The 9th & Idaho Center
225 . 9'h Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, ID 83701
Telephone: (208) 331-1170
Facsimile: (208) 331-1529
Email: ktrout@idalaw.com
dglynn(a),idalaw.com

Attorneys for Plaintiff Perception Construction Management, Inc.

IN THE DISTRlCT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRlCT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY

PERCEPTION CONSTRUCTION
MANAGEMENT, INC.,
Plaintiff,

Case No. 2008-179C
NOTICE OF LODGING BRIEF

vs.
STEPHEN BELL and MERlLEE BELL,
husband and wife, and WELLS FARGO
BANK, N.A.,
Defendants.
COMES NOW Perception Construction Management, by and through its attorney of record,
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A, and hereby gives notice that it has lodged their CLOSING
ARGUMENT with Hon. Judge McLaughlin's Chambers at the Ada County Courthouse located at 200
W. Front St., Boise, ID.
DATED this 6 th day of October, 2008.
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TROUT.

<~k.-

By __~
_ _ _ _--",_~__
KI~f J, TROUT

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
The undersigned, a resident attorney of the State ofIdaho, with offices at 225 N. 9th Street,
Suite 820, Boise, Idaho 83702, certifies that on the 6th day of October, 2008, he caused a true and
correct copy of the foregoing document to be forwarded by the method(s) indicated below, to the
following:
Jonathan D. Hally
Clark and Feeney
PO Drawer 285
Lewiston, ID 83501
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Hand Delivered
U.S. Mail
Facsimile 208-746-9160
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY
PERCEPTION CONSTRUCTION
MANAGEMENT, INC.,
SUPREME COURT NO. 36955-2009
Plaintiff/Respondent,
Dist. Court No. CV-2008-179*C
-vsCLERK'S CERTIFICATE
TO RECORD

STEPHEN BELL and MARILEE BELL,
Husband and wife; and WELLS
FARGO BANK, N. A. ,
Defendants/Appellants.
I,

ARCHIE N.

BANBURY,

Clerk of the District Court of the Fourth

Judicial District of the State of Idaho,

in and for the County of

Valley, do hereby certify that the foregoing Record in this cause
was compiled and bound under my direction and contains true and
correct copies of all pleadings,
to

be

included under

Rule

28,

documents and papers designated
IAR,

the

Notice

of Appeal,

any

Notice of Cross-Appeal, and any additional documents requested to
be included.
I do further certify that all documents,
pictures offered or admitted as exhibits
cause,
Court

x-rays,

charts and

In the above entitled

if any, will be duly lodged with the Clerk of the Supreme
along

with

the

Court

Reporter's

Transcript

and

Clerk's

Record as required by Rule 31 of the Idaho Appellate Rules.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF,

I have hereunto set my hand and affixed

the seal of the said Court this 13th day of January, 2010.
ARCHIE N. BANBURY
Clerk of the District Court

BY~~
Deputy
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE TO RECORD
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO! IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY
PERCEPTION CONSTRUCTION
MANAGEMENT! INC.!
Plaintiff/Respondent!
-vsSTEPHEN BELL and MARILEE BELL!
Husband and wife; and WELLS
FARGO BANK! N.A.!
Defendants/Appellants.

)
)

)
)
)
)
)
)

SUPREME COURT NO. 36955-2009
Dist. Court No. CV-2008-179*C
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE
OF SERVICE

)

)
)
)

I! ARCHIE N. BANBURY! Clerk of the District Court of the
Fourth Judicial District of the State of Idaho! in and for the
County of Valley! do hereby certify that I have personally
served or mailed! by united States Mail! postage prepaid! one copy
of the Clerk!s Record and any Reporter!s Transcript to each of the
Attorneys of Record in this cause as follows:
Kim Trout
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman
225 N. 9 th Street, Suite 820
Boise!
ID 83701

Jonathan D. Hally
Clark & Feeney
1229 Main Street
Lewiston!
ID 83501

IN WITNESS WHEREOF! I have hereunto set my hand and affixed
the seal of the said Court this

day of January, 2010.
ARCHIE N. BANBURY! CLERK
By_______________________________
Deputy

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
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